The Constitutional Right of Self-Government

ABSTRACT. The Assembly Clause is the ugly duckling of the First Amendment. Brooding in the shadow of the heralded Free Speech Clause and the venerated Religion Clauses, the “right of the people peaceably to assemble” has been described even by its friends as “forgotten,” a “historical footnote in American political theory and law.” Not once over the past thirty years has the Clause been the subject of the Supreme Court’s attention. Instead, like a sleep-deprived parent of quadruplets, the Court has consistently muddled the right to assemble with “the First Amendment’s other guarantees of free expression.”

The Court has not been alone in treating the Assembly Clause as redundant. From the day that Congress first debated putting the right to assemble into the Constitution, critics have asked why, if the Constitution protects the freedom of speech, anyone would “think it necessary, at the same time, to allow the right of assembling?” This question goes well beyond the First Amendment: forty-seven state constitutions also have assembly clauses, four of which predate the 1789 version.

This Article offers a surprising answer. For over one hundred years before the First Amendment was drafted, American activists advanced what they called their right to “assemble” to defend their right to govern themselves. This rhetorical right first emerged to combat a seventeenth-century attempt by the British Crown to eliminate the town meetings and provincial assemblies by which the colonists had long legislated on their own behalf. Decades later, when the British government again attempted to restrict the powers of America’s local and provincial assemblies, colonial activists again responded by invoking their right to assemble their own governments and to use those governments’ powers to redress their grievances. By the time the American colonists drafted their first assembly clauses in the 1770s, the right to assemble was thus invoked to defend not merely the act of assembling, but also the assemblies that could exercise coercive legal powers to solve their constituents’ problems. In other words, the state and federal assembly clauses were interpreted to protect not a redundant right of expression but a novel right of self-government.
This Article describes the history of how American colonists first developed and constitutionalized the right to assemble. It argues that the right to assemble was invoked as a right to meaningfully participate in enacting needed legislation, whether directly, by representative, or by the threat of coercive behavior. Although the Article does not adopt the originalist position that the original intent or public meaning of this right has been permanently fixed into the constitutional order, it does argue that the historical context surrounding the early assembly clauses uncovers untapped possibilities for how the federal and state assembly clauses could be interpreted in the present. In an era when politicians choose their voters, millions of taxpayers are formally or effectively disenfranchised, and countless representative governments are inhibited from redressing their constituents’ grievances, revitalizing a constitutional protection of self-government seems invaluable.
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The Assembly Clause is the ugly duckling of the First Amendment. Brooding in the shadow of the heralded Free Speech Clause and the venerated Religion Clauses, the “right of the people peaceably to assemble” has been described even by its friends as “forgotten,”1 “dormant,”2 “neglected,”3 and “ignored.”4 Not once over the past thirty years has the Clause been the subject of the Supreme Court’s attention.5 Instead, like a sleep-deprived parent of quadruplets, the Court has consistently muddled the right to assemble with “the First Amendment’s other guarantees of free expression.”6 In one typical case involving an ordinance that literally restricted certain “assemblies,” the Court called the law a “restraint on speech.”7 The Court has not been alone in treating the Assembly Clause as redundant. From the day that Congress first debated putting the right to assemble into the Constitution, critics have asked why, if the Constitution protects the freedom of speech, anyone would “think it necessary, at the same time, to allow the right of assembling?”8 This question has persisted through the years. Early reviewers of the Constitution called the Assembly Clause so “unnecessary” in light of the First Amendment’s other protections that it smacked of “condemn[ation].”9

4. Bhagwat, supra note 3, at 980.
scension.”10 Later reviewers suggested that the Clause was intended to protect marches and crowds from being dispersed.11 When the Supreme Court weighed in, it initially embraced this latter view, interpreting the Assembly Clause to protect picket lines and civil-rights demonstrations.12 But the Court eventually vindicated the Assembly Clause’s early critics by treating these public gatherings as just another form of expression already protected by the Free Speech Clause.13

The continued mystery of why anyone would want an Assembly Clause in the Constitution has recently sparked an “explosion” of scholarly reinterpretations of the clause.14 These scholars have tried “to bring the Assembly Clause in from the cold” by offering close readings of its eight words;15 making normative arguments about the relationship between assembly and expression;16 and describing the histories of the protest movements that have sought the First Amendment’s protection.17 The emerging consensus from this scholarship—drafted in the wake of Occupy and Black Lives Matter—is that the Assembly Clause should be understood as an irreplaceable protector of the in-person gathering of dissidents, regardless of how they express themselves.18

Endorsing the right to protest is, of course, a valuable role for the modern Assembly Clause, even if that role is only symbolic. But recent scholarship infusing the Clause with new meaning has featured only limited attempts to in-

---

13. See generally Inazu, supra note 5, at 20-117 (tracing the rise and fall of the freedom of assembly throughout American history).
15. See, e.g., Brod, supra note 2, at 161, 163-66.
17. See, e.g., Abu El-Haj, supra note 3, at 583-84; Inazu, supra note 1, at 579-610.
18. See, e.g., Brod, supra note 2, at 184-90; Inazu, supra note 1, at 611-12.
vestigate why the Clause’s initial supporters thought it was important. And there is more to explain than just what is in the First Amendment: forty-seven state constitutions also have assembly clauses, four of which predate the 1789 federal version. Moreover, when the Continental Congress drafted a declaration of the colonists’ fundamental rights in 1774, it included among them a right “peaceably to assemble” but not a right to speak freely.

A handful of scholars and judges over the years have appreciated that understanding the context behind these earlier declarations of rights is critical to understanding their meaning. Investigating the parallel rights to petition and to instruct representatives—which almost universally accompany state assembly clauses—scholars like Maggie Blackhawk and James Gray Pope have described how early constitutions were drafted not only to protect individual rights, but also “to justify exercises of popular power.”

---

19. See, e.g., Brod, supra note 2, at 176; Inazu, supra note 1, at 574; see also Baylen J. Linnekin, “Tavern Talk” and the Origins of the Assembly Clause: Tracing the First Amendment’s Assembly Clause Back to Its Roots in Colonial Taverns, 39 Hastings Const. L.Q. 595, 617-18 (2012) (“Even modern scholars who do focus on the origins of the right of assembly nevertheless tend to overlook the pre-Revolutionary, Revolutionary, and preratification American origins of the right.”).

20. See Mass. Const. of 1780, pt. 1, art. XIX, in 3 The Federal and State Constitutions, Colonial Charters, and Other Organic Laws of the States, Territories, and Colonies Now or Heretofore Forming the United States of America 1888, 1892 (Francis Newton Thorpe ed., 1909) [hereinafter Federal and State Constitutions]; N.H. Const. of 1784, art. XXXII, in 4 Federal and State Constitutions, supra, at 2453, 2457; N.C. Const. of 1776, declaration of rights, art. XVIII, in 5 Federal and State Constitutions, supra, at 2787, 2788; Pa. Const. of 1776, declaration of rights, art. XVI, in 5 Federal and State Constitutions, supra, at 3081, 3084. The three states without assembly clauses today are Maryland, Minnesota, and New Mexico. See Md. Const. declaration of rights, art. 13 (petition clause only); Minn. Const. art. I (no petition or assembly clause); N.M. Const. art. II (no petition or assembly clause).


to send a formal proposal or bill for a town meeting or general assembly to enact—“originated more bills in pre-constitutional America than any other source of legislation.” The right to instruct—to issue directions to a representative in a regional or central government—was “derived from a belief that the towns of Massachusetts were sovereign political units whose autonomy carried political and even moral force.” To the extent that these judges and scholars have noticed the right to assemble, they have inferred that this right also took the notion of “actual popular sovereignty . . . literally.” But the one judicial opinion that has recently interpreted the right to assemble in light of its historical context, by an appellate judge in Oregon, offers at most a fleeting glimpse of why Americans cared so much about assembly clauses during an era when colonists governed themselves through “town assemblies,” “county assemblies,” and “general assemblies.”

This Article attempts to explain the significance of the right to assemble by uncovering the origin story behind these earlier assembly clauses. The results are surprising: for over one hundred years before the First Amendment was drafted, American activists advanced what they called their right to “assemble” in order to defend their right to govern themselves. This rhetorical right first emerged to combat a seventeenth-century attempt by the British Crown to eliminate the town meetings and provincial assemblies by which the colonists had long legislated on their own behalf. Decades later, when the British government again attempted to restrict the powers of America’s local and provincial assemblies, colonial activists again responded by invoking their right to assemble their own governments and to use those governments’ powers to redress their grievances. By the time the American colonists drafted their first

---

27. See Lahmann, 121 P.3d at 680-81.
29. Id.
assembly clauses in the 1770s, the right to assemble had been invoked not merely to defend the act of *assembling*, but also the *assemblies* themselves, such that they could exercise coercive legal powers to solve their constituents’ problems. In other words, the state and federal assembly clauses were designed to protect a constitutional right of self-government.

Parts I and II of this Article tell the story of where the right to assemble came from. Their main character is Samuel Adams, a man today remembered more for his minor contributions to craft beer than for his major contributions to American constitutionalism. In the 1760s, Adams was America’s most successful community organizer—a prolific writer who coordinated an enormous amount of power from his twin roles as frequent moderator of Boston’s town meeting and as clerk of Massachusetts’s House of Representatives. In the decade before the First Amendment was proposed, Adams and three of his most frequent correspondents—John Dickinson of Pennsylvania, Richard Henry Lee of Virginia, and his cousin John Adams of Massachusetts—deployed the “right peaceably to assemble” in public debates criticizing British attempts to subordinate their governments. The Adams correspondents wielded this right to explain why an unrepresentative Parliament could not order New York’s General Assembly to pass certain legislation, why a royal governor could not dissolve Massachusetts’s General Assembly for failing to repeal a prior resolu-

---

31. See 1 Journals of the Continental Congress 1774-1789, supra note 21, at 63, 66–70 (declaration and resolves of the First Continental Congress on October 14, 1774); Address to the People of Great Britain, in 1 Journals of the Continental Congress 1774-1789, supra note 21, at 81, 93 (within the proceedings of October 21, 1774).


33. See Alexander, supra note 32, at 149, 172; Harry Alonzo Cushing, Preface to 1 The Writings of Samuel Adams, at v, v (Harry Alonzo Cushing ed., 1904).

34. See 1 Journals of the Continental Congress 1774-1789, supra note 21, at 66–70 (declaration and resolves of the First Continental Congress on October 14, 1774).

tion; and why neither Parliament nor the Crown could take away powers previously granted to Boston’s town meeting.

The Adams correspondents explained that all people have a right to assemble in local or representative governments and to freely use those governments’ powers to redress their own grievances. They demanded not only that their town and provincial assemblies have the power to meet, but also, more importantly, that they have the power to pass laws on their own initiative or to threaten coercive measures to back up their petitions to Great Britain.

Of course, the four Adams correspondents were only a fraction of the crowds, protestors, and marchers who collectively gave these assembly clauses their weight and meaning. And initially, these crowds invoked the right to assemble to defend not only their town and county governments but also their constitutional conventions, provincial congresses, and informal assemblies, which all claimed the right, derived from the people who composed them, to exercise governmental power. Relying on the strength of these popular assemblies, the Adams correspondents participated in drafting assembly clauses into the first constitutions of Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire. But in the decade after 1776, the various formal and informal assemblies invoked the assembly clauses to compete with one another for local supremacy—notably in Massachusetts.

This wave of competition crested with Shays’s Rebellion, when informal assemblies in western Massachusetts argued that the state’s assembly clause protected their right to govern themselves independently of the General Assembly in Boston. In its wake, the Adams correspondents refined their interpretation of the right to assemble for a post-Revolutionary era. They continued to defend the right of people to use assemblies to remedy their grievances effectively. But Adams and his allies argued that this right to assemble was satisfied so long as states had popularly ratified constitutions and genuinely representative governments in which residents could meaningfully participate in enacting

36. See, e.g., Letter from the Massachusetts House of Representatives to the Earl of Hillsborough (June 30, 1768), in 1 THE WRITINGS OF SAMUEL ADAMS, supra note 33, at 219, 220-21.


38. See, e.g., DICKINSON, supra note 35, at 7-11; DICKINSON, Letter IX, in LETTERS FROM A FARMER, supra note 35, at 83-86 [hereinafter DICKINSON, Letter IX].

39. See, e.g., Address to the People of Great Britain, supra note 31, at 93; DICKINSON, Letter IX, supra note 38, at 83-86.
needed legislation. The Adams correspondents carried this understanding with them during the debate over the ratification of the U.S. Constitution, where they demanded a federal assembly clause. But Adams himself narrowly lost his election to the First Congress, and he was therefore not in the room when the House debated and passed the amendment he and his allies had proposed.

This historical context reveals that the right to assemble at its inception was more than a claim to dissent—it was also a claim to govern. For over a century before 1789, the right to assemble had been invoked to protect the power of people to meaningfully participate in enacting needed legislation, whether directly, by representative, or by exercising coercive leverage. Although interpreters of the first assembly clauses could disagree about what constituted meaningful participation—with defenders of state governments claiming that protestors could participate in formal assemblies and protestors responding that the assemblies were as unrepresentative and difficult to influence as Parliament had been—there was consensus that the right to assemble was a fundamental attribute of popular sovereignty. The cry of no taxation without representation was not a call for lower taxes, but for all taxes to be issued by assemblies in which the taxed could participate in deciding what should be done.

Part III of this Article analyzes the origin story of the right to assemble and offers suggestions for how it might influence our current understanding of the nearly fifty state and federal assembly clauses. Although this Article does not adopt the originalist position that the original intent or public meaning of the right to assemble has been permanently fixed into constitutional law, it does argue that uncovering the historical context surrounding the early assembly clauses reveals untapped possibilities for how the federal and state assembly clauses could be interpreted and applied in the present.

The present-day implications of reinterpreting the state and federal assembly clauses as protections of the right of self-government could be enormous. Today, millions of people with criminal records or without citizenship are formally or effectively disenfranchised from the governments that legislate on

40. See, e.g., George Richards Minot, The History of the Insurrections, in Massachusetts, in the Year 1786, at 24-25 (Worcester, Isaiah Thomas 1788); Letter from Samuel Adams to Noah Webster (Apr. 30, 1784), in 4 The Writings of Samuel Adams 303, 305-06 (Harry Alonzo Cushing ed., 1908).


42. See infra Sections II.A, II.B.
their behalf. The local governments of federal territories, the District of Columbia, and Indian tribes are subject to the plenary control of a supreme legislature in which, as in the Revolutionary era, they have no formal representation. Many American citizens find it impossible to meaningfully participate in their governments due to disproportional representation. And for the past 150 years, jurists and scholars of local-government law have operated under the assumption that no provision of early state constitutions or the Federal Constitution specifically empowered local governments to legislate without express authority from a state legislature, making it difficult for local governments today to enact redistributive legislation, to raise revenue with progressive forms of taxation instead of fines and fees, and to expand their constituencies to include marginalized communities.

But if the state and federal assembly clauses are interpreted in light of their historical context, the fundamental assumptions underlying this state of affairs look deeply vulnerable. A constitutional right of self-government has the potential not only to provide disenfranchised individuals and communities with a


44. See, e.g., Loughborough v. Blake, 18 U.S. (5 Wheat.) 317, 320 (1820) (discussing the authority of Congress with respect to D.C. and the territories despite their lack of congressional representation); see also Talton v. Mayes, 163 U.S. 376, 382-83 (1896) (discussing the “paramount authority of Congress” with respect to tribal governments despite their lack of congressional representation).


constitutioinal right of self-government, but also to provide local governments with authority to pursue broader initiatives without the explicit permission of central governments.

I. THE RIGHT TO ASSEMBLE BEFORE AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE

A. The Town Meeting Before 1764

In 1782, when a French writer asked the American foreign minister, John Adams, what the writer would need to write a history of the American Revolution, Adams laughed and responded that it would take an entire lifetime to collect all the relevant sources. But Adams humored the writer by giving him a place to start: Massachusetts. According to Adams:

[Massachusetts’s] primitive institutions . . . produced a decisive effect, not only in the first determinations of the controversies in writing, and the first debates in council, and the first resolutions to resist in arms, but also by the influence they had on the minds of the other colonies, by giving them an example to adopt more or less the same institutions. 47

To Adams, one of the most important of Massachusetts’s “institutions” was its towns. 48 Towns were “corporations, or bodies politic,” in which inhabitants exercised “certain powers and privileges, as, for example, to repair the great roads or highways, to support the poor, to choose their selectmen, constables, collectors of taxes, and above all, their representatives in the legislature.” 49

Most significantly, town residents exercised “the right to assemble, whenever they are summoned by their selectmen, in their town halls, there to deliberate upon the public affairs of the town, or to give instructions to their representatives in the legislature.” 50 By assembling and deliberating over public affairs, Adams explained, “it was in these assemblies of towns or districts that the sentiments of the people were formed in the first place, and their resolutions were

48. Id.
49. Id. at 495.
50. Id.
taken from the beginning to the end of the disputes and the war with Great Britain.”

As Adams well knew, Massachusetts’s town meetings were as old as the colony itself. As soon as Boston was founded in 1630, its residents gathered in an ad hoc manner to consult with one another about how to improve the town. By 1641, when the colony published a declaration of the colonists’ “liberties,” it provided not only that colonists had the right to trial by jury and the freedom from excessive punishment, but also that

\[\text{ever man[,] whether Inhabitant or s\text{"o}orreiner, free or not free[,] shall have libertie to come to any publique Court, Council, or Towne meeting, and either by speech or writeing to move any lawfull, seasonable, and materiall question . . . so it be done in convenient time, due order, and respective manner.}\]

These liberties provided that recent immigrants, people convicted of crimes, and even enslaved people and servants had at least some formally protected voice in local government.

Subsequent laws reaffirmed the town meeting’s authority “to make such Laws and Constitutions as may concern the welfare of their Town; Provided they be not of a Criminal, but of a Prudential nature, and that . . . they be not Repugnant to the publick Laws and Orders of the Country.” Although a

51. Id.
54. Blackhawk, supra note 23, at 1145-47; see Mark DeWolfe Howe & Louis F. Eaton, Jr., The Supreme Judicial Power in the Colony of Massachusetts Bay, 20 New Eng. Q. 291, 291-94 (1947) (observing that a series of petitions initiated by a woman, Goody Sherman, may have been responsible for bicameralism in the American colonies); Higginson, supra note 24, at 144-45 (observing that petitions from inhabitants, even the disenfranchised, “originated more bills in pre-constitutional America than any other source of legislation”).
55. The Colonial Laws of Massachusetts 147 (Bos., Rockwell & Churchill 1672 ed. 1887); see also An Act for Regulating of Townships, Choice of Town Officers, and Setting Forth Their Power, ch. 28, § 5, 1692 Mass. Acts 64, 66 (“That the freeholders and inhabitants qualified as in this act . . . in any town meeting . . . be and hereby are impowred from time to time to make and agree upon such necessary rules, orders, and by-laws for the directing, managing and ordering the prudential affairs of such town . . . . ”).
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county court could review local ordinances to ensure that they were not preempted, in practice “the power of the town meeting knew no limit.”

Town meetings in Boston and elsewhere spent the next century assembling a half-dozen times per year to make all sorts of “Prudential” laws. As Adams explained, these addressed issues like adjusting a resident’s property lines, giving another resident the power to “hang a gate across a public road,” and ordering all households on penalty of fine to keep a ladder in case of a fire. And with nothing more than a majority vote of the people assembled, each meeting could also levy taxes for the welfare of anything the meeting deemed necessary. To administer all these laws, town meetings also established and oversaw hundreds of elected offices. These included important ones, like selectman, and esoteric ones, like fence viewer or informer of deer.

The meetings could also formally direct the agenda of the colony’s General Assembly. When Massachusetts was founded in 1629 as a literal corporation—the Massachusetts Bay Company—its corporate charter authorized any shareholder, or “freeman,” to participate in colonial legislation. In 1632, when the corporation’s board of directors levied a tax on the colony’s towns, a group of freemen from Watertown complained that the charter prohibited all taxation without their immediate consent. Faced with the logistical nightmare of needing to assemble thousands of freemen every time it wanted to pass a law, the board agreed to a compromise in which each town meeting would be allowed to send two “Deputies,” or representatives, to vote on taxes “by proxy.” As time passed, town meetings began to draft for their representatives binding orders, or “instructions,” to vote particular ways on taxes or other

57. Id. at 122-24; T. McCLEURE PETERS, A PICTURE OF TOWN GOVERNMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS BAY COLONY 33 (N.Y.C., McWilliams Printing Co. 1890); see Letter from John Adams to the Abbé de Mably (1782), supra note 47, at 495.
61. Id. at 1420.
62. Id. (quoting THE JOURNAL OF JOHN WINTHROP, 1630-1649, at 63 (Richard S. Dunn, James Savage & Laetitia Yeandle eds., 1996)).
pending issues or else face immediate recall by a vote of the town.\textsuperscript{63} This form of representative government kept town meetings firmly in control of both local and colonial matters.\textsuperscript{64} It was eventually formalized in a colonial charter that authorized town meetings to send representatives to a “Generall Court of Assembly.”\textsuperscript{65}

Taken as a whole, these powers to tax, regulate, and elect and instruct local and colonial officers made town meetings one of the most powerful political institutions in colonial Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{66} As the Watertown episode illustrated, these powers also made town meetings effective sites of protest against policies by more centralized governments. In 1686, for example, after decades of tension between the Massachusetts Bay Company and the Crown, the British government vacated the Company’s charter and replaced its General Assembly with a Crown-appointed governor, Edmund Andros.\textsuperscript{67} When the Andros government attempted to levy a new tax on the colony, a town meeting of Ipswich resolved that “no Taxes should be Levied upon the Subjects without consent of an Assembly chosen by the Freeholders” and that none of the town’s officers would participate in collecting any tax “until it be appointed by a general Assembly.”\textsuperscript{68} The Andros government responded to this town resolution by enacting its own law declaring “it shall not be lawful for the inhabitants of any town within this Dominion to meet or convene themselves together at a town meeting, upon any pretence or colour whatsoever,” except to elect local officers who could collect taxes.\textsuperscript{69} But some of Ipswich’s residents insisted that this ban also was unlawful because “the design of it was to prevent the people in every Town from meeting to make complaints of their Grievances.”\textsuperscript{70} By “constant usage under their Charter Government,” the town’s advocates explained, “the Inhabitants of each Town did assemble as occasion offered to consider of what might conduce to the welfare of their respective Towns, the relief of the poor, or the like.”\textsuperscript{71} In petitions to the Crown, they requested “[t]hat all townships

\textsuperscript{63}. Colegrove, \textit{supra} note 23, at 414-17, 425-27.
\textsuperscript{64}. \textit{Id.} at 418-26.
\textsuperscript{65}. Bowie, \textit{supra} note 60, at 1477-78.
\textsuperscript{66}. \textit{See} Letter from John Adams to the Abbé de Mably (1782), \textit{supra} note 47, at 494-95.
\textsuperscript{67}. Bowie, \textit{supra} note 60, at 1460-61.
\textsuperscript{68}. \textit{RAWSON ET AL.}, \textit{supra} note 28, at 9-10.
\textsuperscript{69}. Robert N. Toppan, \textit{Andros Records, in 13 PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, NEW SERIES} 463, 494 n.1 (1901).
\textsuperscript{70}. \textit{RAWSON ET AL.}, \textit{supra} note 28, at 6.
\textsuperscript{71}. \textit{Id.}
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may have liberty to assemble and manage the business of their several precincts as under the former government.”

The residents of other Massachusetts towns eventually vindicated the Ipswich protesters, deposing the Andros government in a 1689 coup and instructing representatives to assemble in Boston and reestablish their General Assembly. They explained in pamphlets to England that they had revolted against a government that had suppressed their town meetings and made “Laws for the Levying Moneys without the consent of the People either by themselves or by an Assembly.” The Crown capitulated, giving Massachusetts a new charter in 1691 with a newly established General Assembly comprising a House of Representatives and a “council” of representatives elected from the lower house. Yet for decades afterward, some members of town meetings remained paranoid about potential attempts by the British government to interfere with their local or general assemblies.

B. The Stamp Act Protests of 1765

John Adams first witnessed the power a town meeting could command in 1763 when he was a young lawyer visiting Boston. He was there to see his cousin, Samuel Adams. Samuel, the Harvard-educated son of a maltster, had been elected one of Boston’s tax collectors. Samuel was terrible at his job. Walking from door to door, he routinely failed to persuade people to pay all the taxes they owed the town.

At night, John joined Samuel for a meeting of the “Calker’s” or “Caucus Club,” a political organization that introduced the word caucus into English-language dictionaries. In this literal smoke-filled room, Samuel and the other men drank, chose whom to push as moderator for the town meeting, and strategized how to ensure that their “choice of men and measures” would be

73. See Bowie, supra note 60, at 1466–71; Colegrove, supra note 23, at 416.
74. RAWSON ET AL., supra note 28, at 7.
75. Bowie, supra note 60, at 1477–78.
76. See BOSTON TOWN RECORDS, 1758-1769, supra note 59, at 8.
78. Id. at 85-86; An Impartial Account of the Conduct of the Corkass by a Late Member of That Society, BOS. EVENING-POST, Mar. 21, 1763, at 2, 2 [hereinafter An Impartial Account].
approved by the rest of the town. They then left to meet with similar clubs around the town to coordinate how best to promote their agenda.

Days later, on the second floor of the enclosed market building known as Faneuil Hall, Samuel’s tiny caucus so dominated the town meeting of over a thousand Boston residents that John allegedly scoffed afterward that the town was being managed by a “clique of intriguers.” After getting one of their own elected as moderator, members of the caucus spent the next two days promoting candidates for the hundreds of other town offices up for grabs. The meeting reelected Samuel tax collector—an office he would continue to perform leniently.

And after the meeting voted to support the caucus’s radical resolutions “on freedom and English liberty,” a member of the press wrote with both awe and distaste that “[t]he arts made use of by them to carry a point at town meeting are so notorious, that they need not be here particularly mentioned.” Even the lieutenant governor of the colony, Thomas Hutchinson, later wrote that the “mobbish” coordinators of Boston’s town meeting were so influential that they could get the town or the colony’s General Assembly to approve whatever policies they wanted.

Extraordinary resolves were indeed introduced the following year when rumors reached Boston that the British Parliament was planning to enforce a tax on sugar within the American colonies. Alarmed, the town meeting appointed Samuel Adams to a committee to draft instructions for Boston’s representatives in the General Assembly. The instructions urged Boston’s representatives to “use your power and influence in maintaining the invaluable
Rights and Privileges of the Province, of which this Town is so great a part.”

They continued, “If Taxes are laid upon us in any shape without ever having a Legal Representation where they are laid,” Parliament would “annihilate[] our Charter Right to Govern and Tax ourselves.”

Acting on these instructions in the fall of 1764, the Massachusetts General Assembly became one of several colonial legislatures to protest Parliament’s power to tax the colonies. The same month, the New York General Assembly sent a petition asserting that they had “the exclusive Right of Taxing them[]elves” for “the Support of your Majesty’s Government.” Soon, newspapers up and down the coast “groaned with the loss of liberty.”

Many of the assemblies that officially protested parliamentary taxation in 1764 and 1765 were formal assemblies: governments like the Boston town meeting and the Virginia House of Burgesses. But over the summer of 1765, thousands of individuals, including Samuel Adams, also began organizing clubs, gatherings, and other informal assemblies. One of these assemblies became known as the “Sons of Liberty,” due to their gathering around a tree they named the “Liberty Tree.” There, Adams and hundreds of other Bostonians met to strategize how to get the Stamp Act repealed.

Adams also called for another type of informal assembly: a congress of delegates from “his Majesty[’]s other Northern American Colon[ie]s” where, “by the united Applications of all who are Aggrieved, All may happily obtain Redress.” Boston’s representative in the General Assembly soon invited such a continent-wide congress to assemble in New York City in October 1765. There, a group of delegates from nine of the continent’s general assemblies met and, after two weeks of debate, signed a resolution declaring “[t]hat the only Representatives of the People of these Colonies, are the Persons chosen therein
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by themselves.”97 Sending this resolution to Parliament, the so-called Stamp Act Congress added that all British subjects had the right “to petition the King, or either House of Parliament” and that this continental assembly was demanding “the Repeal of the Act for granting certain Stamp Duties.”98

Parliament refused to hear the Stamp Act Congress’s petition partially on the ground that “the Congress was widely regarded as an illegal assembly.”99 But even extralegal assemblies had power to pressure other governments to hear their concerns, particularly when they relied on organization, intimidation, and other forms of economic or political coercion.

Boston’s town meeting, meanwhile, reassembled in September to confer on “such Measures as shall appear necessary to be taken in consequence of The Stamp Act, and other Matters of Grieveance.”100 Samuel Adams and six other residents drafted new instructions. Because coercion appeared to be the only way the General Assembly could influence a Parliament in which it was unrepresented, the town meeting urged Boston’s representatives to “use [their] best endeavors” to vindicate their constituents’ rights by other means.101 Adams himself was soon elected to the General Assembly to carry out these instructions.102

Boston’s town meeting published its instructions in the local newspapers on September 23, 1765, sparking a month of similar instructions in nearly fifty town meetings from Andover to Yarmouth.103 The most famous of these instructions were drafted by John Adams, who, on behalf of his suburban town of Braintree, declared parliamentary taxation illegal “because we are not Represented in that assembly in any sense.”104 Like Boston, the Braintree instructions also urged the Massachusetts General Assembly to “oppose the Execution” of
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the Stamp Act “by all Lawfull means consistent with our allegiance to the King . . . till we can hear the Success of the Cries and Petitions of America for relief.”

Reading his cousin’s acknowledgment that petitions had to be accompanied by coercion in order to be effective, Samuel invited John to attend Boston’s next town meeting, where John was thrust into colonial politics.

C. The Restraining Act of 1767

In February 1766, a month before Parliament repealed the Stamp Act along with a declaration of its right to tax the colonies, the royal governor of New York asked the commander in chief of British soldiers in America, Thomas Gage, for military assistance in suppressing anti-tax riots in New York City. When the soldiers arrived, the governor asked the New York General Assembly to appropriate tax revenue toward quartering Gage’s soldiers, as the Quartering Act required. But after the General Assembly received news of the Stamp Act’s repeal, it refused to comply with this second act of Parliament.

Parliament passed retaliatory legislation. In light of the “direct Disobedience of the Authority of the British legislature,” the Restraining Act prohibited New York’s General Assembly from passing any other law until “Provision shall have been made by the said Assembly of New York for furnishing his Majesty’s Troops within the said Province with all such Necessaries as are required by the said Acts of Parliament.”

The New York General Assembly caved and passed a law complying with Parliament’s instructions. But while this concession went unremarked
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throughout most of the colonies, it infuriated a lawyer in Pennsylvania, John Dickinson, who began writing an essay about the Restraining Act. A planter who inherited immense wealth and became a legislator, Dickinson had attended the Stamp Act Congress in 1765 and was the principal author of its declaration of the colonists’ rights. “With a good deal of surprise I have observed, that little notice has been taken of an act of parliament, as injurious in its principle to the liberties of these colonies, as the Stamp-Act was,” Dickinson began his essay: “I mean the act for suspending the legislation of New-York.”

Dickinson explained that if Parliament had the power to suspend a colonial legislature’s ability to pass certain legislation, then it could also deprive all the colonies of their right of self-government. “For it is evident, that the suspension is meant as a compulsion,” Dickinson wrote: “It is a parliamentary assertion of the supreme authority of the British legislature over these colonies in the part of taxation; and is intended to compel New-York unto a submission to that authority.” And if Parliament had this authority, he continued, “[i]t seems therefore to me as much a violation of the liberty of the people of that province, and consequently of all these colonies, as if the parliament had sent a number of regiments to be quartered upon them, till they should comply.”

Dickinson titled his essay the first of several “Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania to the Inhabitants of the British Colonies,” and it was quickly reprinted in newspapers throughout the colonies. Subsequent letters published between December 1767 and February 1768 reemphasized the need for the colonists to protect the exclusive powers of their colonial assemblies. The purpose of any assembly, Dickinson wrote, is “to obtain redress of grievances,” either by passing laws or issuing petitions or taking whatever other actions might be necessary to solve their constituents’ problems. Yet everyone “perfectly know[s] how much their grievances would be regarded, if they had no
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other method of engaging attention, than by complaining."\footnote{121} The only reason royal governors convened colonial assemblies and assented to their laws was the same reason that the King convened Parliament and assented to its laws: because all assemblies had won by force the exclusive right to raise taxes. "[B]y withdrawing supplies," assemblies could "regularly and peaceably admonish the King of his duty, and ensure the execution of the laws."\footnote{122}

Dickinson’s letters from a Farmer had significant effects. For one thing, they eventually prompted the New York General Assembly to protest the Restraining Act. The assembly resolved

that this colony lawfully and constitutionally has and enjoys an internal legislature of its own, in which the crown, and the people of this colony, are constitutionally represented; and that the power and authority of the said legislature, cannot lawfully or constitutionally be suspended, abridged, abrogated or annulled by any power.\footnote{123}

For another thing, the letters helped radicalize members of the gentry across the eastern seaboard. In Virginia, a planter named Richard Henry Lee was so taken by the letters that he even commended Dickinson in a piece of fan mail for "giving a just alarm, and [for] demonstrating the late measures to be, at once, destructive of public liberty, and in violation of those rights which God and nature have given us."\footnote{124} A wealthy member of the Virginia House of Burgesses and the enslaver of dozens of people, Lee was another veteran of the Stamp Act protests who, thanks to Dickinson, interpreted the Restraining Act as the Stamp Act’s dangerous sequel.\footnote{125}

In Massachusetts, Samuel Adams called Dickinson “the generous Farmer” whose talents had “awak[ened] a Continent to a sense of the Danger their civil Rights are in from incroaching power."\footnote{126} He agreed with Dickinson that it could not be said “that the Assembly of New York hath the free exercise of leg-
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islative power, while their very existence is suspended upon their acting in conformity to the will of another body.”127 “Such a restriction throughout the colonies,” Adams wrote, “would be a short and easy method of annihilating the legislative powers in America, and by consequence of depriving the people of a fundamental right of the constitution, namely, that every man shall be present in the body which legislates for him.”128 Adams warned that “[s]hould the time ever come, when the legislative assemblies of North America shall be dissolved and annihilated, no more to exist again,” then Parliament would be forced to rule over a far-off people without knowing “the local and other circumstances of the governed.”129

Adams was also sympathetic to Dickinson’s call for the colonies to treat the cause of one as the cause of all—a message he himself had announced in 1764 when he used Boston’s instructions to its representatives to call for the assembling of a continental congress.130 After a tumultuous debate within the Massachusetts House of Representatives, the House voted on February 4, 1768, to draft a circular letter to all the other colonial legislatures protesting the recent parliamentary legislation as unconstitutionally exceeding Parliament’s powers.131

Over the next few months, through August 1768, Adams received favorable replies from the general assemblies of New Hampshire, Virginia, New Jersey, Connecticut, Georgia, South Carolina, and Rhode Island.132 The most thoughtful reply came from Virginia, where Lee’s House of Burgesses responded that the Stamp Act was bad, but “[t]he act suspending the Legislative power of New-York . . . [is] still more alarming to the Colonies, tho’ it has that single Province in View.”133 The Virginia assembly wrote that it agreed with Massachusetts that the Restraining Act was based in “a doctrine replete with every Mischief, and utterly subversive of all that’s dear and valuable,” as there was no point in defending the colonists’ right to elect their own representatives “if
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those Representatives when chosen [were] not permitted to Exercise their own Judgments [and] were under a Necessity (on Pain of being deprived of their Legislative Authority) of enforcing the Mandates of a British Parliament.\footnote{134} Dickinson, Adams, and Lee were all converging on an argument that Parliament was depriving colonial assemblies of the only leverage they had for ensuring that Crown-appointed officials would redress their constituents’ grievances. In Dickinson’s words, the power to “redress . . . grievances” was more than the power to “complain[.]” it was also the power to develop leverage by exercising coercion.\footnote{135}

\textbf{D. The Convention of Towns of 1768}

Massachusetts’s February circular letter reached Great Britain in April 1768. There, the secretary of state for the Americas responded with a circular letter of his own, which he sent to all the colonial governors. Denouncing the Massachusetts circular letter for its “dangerous and Fictious Tendency” to “promote an unwarrantable Combination”—that is, another Stamp Act Congress—the secretary urged the colonial governors to ignore it.\footnote{136} In a letter personally directed to the governor of Massachusetts, Francis Bernard, the secretary also ordered the governor to “require of the House of Representatives, in his Ma[jes]ty’s Name, to rescind the Resolution which gave Birth to the Circular Letter from the Speaker, and to declare their Disapprobation of, & Dissent to that rash and hasty Proceeding.”\footnote{137} The secretary warned that if “the new Assembly should refuse to comply with His Majesty’s reasonable Expectation,” then it was “the King’s Pleasure that you should immediately dissolve them, & transmit to me, to be laid before His Ma[jes]ty, an Account of their Proceedings.”\footnote{138}

On June 21, Governor Bernard received and passed along excerpts of the British ministry’s letter demanding that the Assembly “Rescind the Resolution which gave Birth to the Circular Letter.”\footnote{139} After a week of debate, the assembly
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voted 92-17 against rescinding the prior resolution.\textsuperscript{140} To draft a formal response, the assembly then appointed a committee consisting of several representatives, including those who Bernard called “the most violent of the Heads of the Faction[,] viz[,] the Representatives of the Town of Boston.”\textsuperscript{141}

This response, drafted by Adams and the other representatives, included two arguments that tied the colonists’ right to govern themselves with their right to assemble in governments like the General Assembly.\textsuperscript{142} The first, animated by Adams’s earlier criticism of the New York Restraining Act, rejected the idea that anyone within the British government had the power to coerce a colonial assembly into passing or rescinding legislation. “If the Votes of the House are to be controuled by the Direction of a Minister, we have left us but a vain Semblance of Liberty,” the committee wrote.\textsuperscript{143}

The second argument focused on the secretary of state’s letter to Bernard that criticized the February circular letter as “illegal.”\textsuperscript{144} After quoting this language, the Adams committee wrote “that we take it to be the native, inherent and indefeasible Right of the Subject, jointly or severally, to petition the King for the Redress of Grievances; provided always, that the same be done in a decent, dutiful, loyal, and constitutional Way.”\textsuperscript{145} Like Dickinson’s Letters from a Farmer, the committee added that this right to petition for a redress of grievances wasn’t the mere right to complain, but to complain effectively.\textsuperscript{146} The reason the assembly had issued the circular letter in the first place, Adams wrote in a separate letter to the secretary of state, was that it “very justly supposed, that each of the Assemblies on the continent, would take such methods of obtaining redress, as should be thought by them respectively, to be regular and proper.”\textsuperscript{147}
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The governor responded to the 92-17 vote predictably: he dissolved the General Assembly. It would not reconvene until May 1769, almost a year later. Writers from Virginia to New Hampshire compared the Massachusetts governor’s response with the New York Restraining Act, warning of a pattern by the British government to compel colonial assemblies to pass demanded legislation. Indeed, from June through December, the governors of Maryland, Georgia, and New York had to dissolve their colonies’ assemblies after the assemblies either endorsed the Massachusetts circular letter or wrote petitions to the Crown complaining about the Townshend duties.

The dissolution of Massachusetts’s General Assembly also meant that the Boston town meeting became the focal point for organizing Massachusetts’s protests. By the end of August, its defiant attitude was the subject of newspaper columns around the world. In Philadelphia, a writer noted that “town-meetings (in imitation of the orderly republicans of Boston)” were blossoming even in colonies without a tradition of town meetings. But in London, a columnist called Boston’s town meetings a “declaration of war” and criticized Boston’s leaders for “working up the populace to such a frenzy of rage, as to induce them in the proceedings of their town meetings, openly to arraign the whole legislature of Great-Britain.” In this context, Bernard received a letter from the British secretary of state announcing that General Thomas Gage and two regiments of soldiers were en route to occupy Boston. It was “but too evident,” the letter explained, “that the Authority of Civil Power is too weak to enforce Obedience to the Laws.” The letter also asked Bernard to send the ministry more information “of what had passed at Town Meetings, and Meetings of the
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Merchants, (which appear to me to be of far greater Moment than the less deliberate Proceedings of a Mob).”¹⁵⁶

When Governor Gage warned Adams and Boston’s other leaders that troops were arriving, a town meeting was called for September 12, before which Adams and other members of the Caucus Club “drew up the Resolves, Debates and other matter for the Meeting.”¹⁵⁷ The meeting began in a Faneuil Hall festooned with hundreds of arms belonging to the town.¹⁵⁸ There, one organizer delivered a speech that if “Great Britain was not disposed to redress their Grievances after proper applications,” “the Inhabitants had then nothing more to do, but gird the Sword to the thigh and shoulder the Musquet.”¹⁵⁹ But the meeting resolved that it would not be wise to start a revolution without ensuring that they had the support of Massachusetts’s other towns.¹⁶⁰ In a bold assertion of local power, the meeting not only “requested duly” that residents provide themselves with a “well fixed Fire Lock Musket[,] Accoutrement[,] and Ammunition,” but also ordered Boston’s selectmen to call for an assembly of representatives “from the several Towns in this Province, in order that such Measures may be consulted and Advised.”¹⁶¹ The following day, Boston’s selectmen issued a circular letter to all the other towns in Massachusetts, summoning an extralegal “Convention” to meet in Boston on September 22, a week later, to discuss how to return control over taxation and legislation to “American Assemblies.”¹⁶²

Despite opposition from some towns that this convention was “unconstitutional, illegal, and wholly unjustifiable,” seventy representatives from sixty-six towns convened in Faneuil Hall on September 22.¹⁶³ Adams was elected clerk of the convention,¹⁶⁴ and on its behalf he drafted a lengthy list of grievances, from parliamentary taxation to the governor’s refusal to reconvene the General
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Assembly.\textsuperscript{165} When he presented this list as a petition to Bernard, however, Bernard refused it on the ground that receiving a message from the convention “would be to admit it to be a legal Assembly; which I can by no Means al-

low.”\textsuperscript{166} When the British secretary of state for the Americas received Bernard’s descriptions of the September convention that November, he declared the convention an “unlawfull assembly” and refused to forward their petition to the King.\textsuperscript{167} Parliament soon adopted a formal resolution condemning the convention as a “subversive” and “audacious usurpation[ ] of the powers of government.”\textsuperscript{168} It also resolved “[t]hat the declarations, resolutions, and proceedings, in the town meetings at Boston . . . were illegal and unconstitutional, and calculated to excite sedition and insurrections.”\textsuperscript{169} These resolutions arrived in Boston along with rumors that Parliament was also considering punishing the colonists by “disfranchising the town of Boston,” “annulling the constitutional assemblies of the several towns,” “vacating provincial charters, and appointing the Council of the Massachusetts by the King.”\textsuperscript{170}

Samuel Adams and the Boston town meeting responded to these parliamentary denunciations with vehement defenses of their right to assemble. Discussing the convention in a January 1769 newspaper column, Adams wrote that it would be “difficult to prove it illegal, for a number of British subjects, to in-
vite as many of their fellow-subjects as they please, to convene and consult to-
gether, on the most prudent and constitutional measures for the redress of their grievances.”\textsuperscript{171} In February, Adams and the Boston town meeting resolved that “[w]ith regard to the public transactions of the town, when legally assembled,”
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they were “utterly at a loss, in what view they can appear to have militated with any law, or the British constitution of government.”

E. The Boston Tea Party of 1773

Francis Bernard soon asked to be recalled to London, and over the next four years, Hutchinson and Samuel Adams clashed repeatedly over actions that Adams interpreted as further attempts to subordinate the colony’s assemblies. For example, in 1770, after British soldiers arrived in Boston and fired on civilians in the Boston Massacre, Hutchinson ordered the General Assembly to reconvene across the river in Cambridge instead of at its ordinary place of business in Boston. Adams objected to this relocation and announced that the Assembly would refuse to work until they were reconvened in Boston. “It is our Duty to procure a Redress of Grievances; and we may constitutionally refuse to grant our Constituents[‘] Monies to the Crown or to do any other Act of Government . . . that is not affixed by charter[] until the Grievances of the People are redressed.” The General Assembly remained on strike for almost a year, denying Hutchinson a salary.

Similar fights over the General Assembly’s prerogatives continued through June 1772, when Hutchinson finally moved the Assembly back to Boston. But along with his apparent capitulation came a controversial message: the British ministry had decided to start paying his salary directly, rather than forcing him to rely on grants from the General Assembly. This decision would
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deprive the General Assembly of its main source of leverage with the governor.178 When the General Assembly learned of rumors that the ministry planned to pay the salaries of the colony’s judges as well, it grew so incensed that Hutchinson prorogued it until the end of the year.179

Adams recognized that if the colony’s judges and governor were financially independent from the General Assembly, then Hutchinson might have no need to reconvene or redress the grievances of the General Assembly in the future. As the battle lines shifted to the town meetings that October,180 the Boston town meeting appointed Adams to a committee to draft an address to the governor.181 The address warned the governor of their “Alarm” that Parliament planned to make the colony’s judges “Independent of the Grants of the General Assembly for their Support,” which would “tend[] rapidly to compleat the System of their Slavery.”182

Hutchinson dismissively refused to receive the town meeting’s address. He wrote that it was

by no Means proper for me to lay before the Inhabitants of any Town whatsoever, in Consequence of their Votes and Proceedings in a Town-Meeting, any Part of my Correspondence as Governor of the Province . . . whether I have or have not received any Advices relating to the public Affairs of the Government.183

Hutchinson’s actions incensed the Boston town meeting. It immediately resolved that

is . . . an Infraction upon the Rights granted to the Inhabitants by the Royal Charter, and in Derogation of the Constitution”).
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as the Opinion of the Inhabitants of this Town that they have ever had, and ought to have a Right to Petition the King or his Representative for the Redress of such Grievances as they feel or for preventing of such as they have Reason to apprehend, and to Communicate their Sentiment to other Towns.\textsuperscript{184}

Adams used the opportunity also to move “That a Committee of Correspondence be appointed to consist of twenty one Persons—to state the Rights of the Colonists and of this Province in particular” and “to communicate and publish the same to the several Towns in this Province and to the World as the sense of this Town, with the Infringements and Violations thereof.”\textsuperscript{185} If Hutchison would not reconvene the General Assembly, in other words, Boston would convene an informal assembly of correspondence, just as it had with its convention of towns four years earlier.

Leading Boston’s committee of correspondence, Adams began writing the selectmen of other Massachusetts towns “to ascertain the true Sense of the Country with regard to our Grievances, which being known, it will be the easier to determine upon & prosecute to Effect the Methods which ought to be taken for the Redress of our intollerable Grievances.”\textsuperscript{186} The town meeting unanimously voted to approve a list of grievances drafted by Adams, which was published as a pamphlet, \textit{The Votes and Proceedings . . . of Boston, in Town Meeting Assembled},\textsuperscript{187} and transmitted throughout the continent and across the Atlantic.\textsuperscript{188} Within a few months, almost a third of the towns of Massachusetts assembled and either approved of the report or passed resolutions of the same nature.\textsuperscript{189}

When Hutchinson reconvened the General Assembly in January 1773, he opened the session by criticizing the colonists for “having assumed the Name
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of legal Town Meetings” in order to challenge the British government’s supremacy over the colonies. Adams argued on behalf of the General Assembly that the town meetings’ conduct was an exercise of the colonists’ right to assemble. “[I]t is the indisputable Right of all or any of his Majesty’s Subjects in this Province, regularly and orderly to meet together to state the Grievances they labor under; and to propose and unite in such constitutional Measures as they shall judge necessary or proper to obtain Redress,” he wrote to Hutchinson. And at the March gathering of the Boston town meeting, the town resolved that even if no statute permitted it to discuss imperial trade policy, the town could still appeal to “the great and perpetual law of self preservation, to which every natural Person or Corporate Body hath an inherent right to recur.”

Throughout the summer of 1773, while the General Assembly sat prorogued, Adams began to “Cultivate a Correspondence” with Dickinson and other colonial leaders who had objected to the New York Restraining Act. Adams hoped these leaders would call for an “Assembly of States” or a “congress of American states,” one that would “be assembled as soon as possible, draw up a bill of rights and publish it to the world.” “Had it not been for the Boston Town Meeting,” he warned, the Massachusetts General Assembly
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might also have been commandeered or silenced by the British government. Accordingly, Adams proposed “the Establishment of Committees of Correspondence among the several Towns in every Colony.”

The first major payoff from one of these new committees of correspondence came from Dickinson’s Philadelphia. Like most places outside of New England, Philadelphia had no institutional history of governing with town meetings. Philadelphia was an incorporated city with a mayor and city council. But on October 18, 1773, members of Philadelphia’s committee of correspondence assembled in the Pennsylvania statehouse as if they were holding a town meeting in Massachusetts. There, they issued a series of “[r]esolves” declaring that it was “the [d]uty of every American to oppose” a recent act of Parliament that lowered the existing tax on tea so that it might actually be enforced in the American colonies.

After these resolves were published in the Pennsylvania Gazette, the Boston town meeting assembled in Faneuil Hall to adopt the Philadelphia resolves. Hutchinson used scare quotes to describe “what was called a ‘legal’ meeting of the inhabitants” of Boston. But he felt that he had no ability to stop “the measures of the inhabitants of Boston, who were in possession of the powers of government.” As representatives from the Boston town meeting spent the first three weeks of November trying unsuccessfully to persuade the East India Company’s importers not to land any tea in Boston, meetings in neighboring Charlestown and Cambridge resolved that they would be “ready on the shortest Notice, to join with the Town of Boston and other Towns, in any Measure that may be thought proper, to deliver ourselves and Property from Slavery.” When the first shipment of tea arrived in Boston harbor on November 28, Adams called these towns to join a mass meeting of all nearby residents in Faneuil Hall, later admitting that the assembled people failed to “observ[e] the rules

---
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prescribed by law for calling them together.”\footnote{207} Although Faneuil Hall could hold twelve or thirteen hundred people, the meeting was forced to reassemble at the Old South Meeting House, which could hold five to six thousand.\footnote{208} There, a “meeting of the people of Boston and the neighbouring towns” unanimously voted to prevent the landing of any tea, resolving that they would “carry their votes and resolutions into execution, at the risque of their lives and property.”\footnote{209} Hutchinson, fearing violence, ordered a local military company “to hold themselves in readiness to obey their orders, in suppressing all riotous assemblies of the people.”\footnote{210} The meeting soon dispersed after issuing its resolutions labeling anyone who attempted to land tea an “enemy to his country.”\footnote{211} For the next two weeks, Samuel Adams and other members of the Boston committee of correspondence engaged in a standoff with the East India Company’s importers over whether the ships would land or return to England. Finally, on the night of December 16, less than four hours after another mass meeting of seven thousand people crammed into the Old South Meeting House, 342 chests of tea were dumped into Boston Harbor.\footnote{212} “The people . . . had taken the powers of government into their hands,” Hutchinson later wrote.\footnote{213} “This was the boldest stroke which had yet been struck in America.”\footnote{214}

\textbf{F. The Continental Congress of 1774}

Almost as soon as Parliament heard about the destruction of tea, the prime minister, Lord North, announced that “Boston ought to be the principal object of our attention for punishment.”\footnote{215} Calling Boston “the ringleader in all riots,” he declared that “the act of the mob in destroying the tea, and other proceed-
ings, belonged to the act of the public meeting.”

Over the objections of some members, like Edmund Burke, who worried that punishing an entire town would lead “to war with all America,” Parliament soon passed the Boston Port Act. The Act made it unlawful for anyone to unload any goods in Boston harbor until the town meeting fully reimbursed the East India Company and demonstrated “that peace and obedience to the laws shall be so far restored.”

Lord North and other members also took a closer look at Massachusetts’s 1691 charter and the laws that had long governed town meetings. Until this point, the inhabitants of Massachusetts towns had the discretion to assemble town meetings whenever “any business of publick concernment to the town” needed to be addressed. Town meetings then had wide powers to discuss this business and pass resolutions or “prudential” laws or taxes. And towns could also elect members of the colony’s House of Representatives, which in turn could elect members of the House to serve in the upper “Councill” of the bicameral General Assembly. This elected Council had the power to approve any of the governor’s nominees for judicial or executive offices.

Evaluating this whole scheme, Lord North proposed a second, more comprehensive bill to amend Massachusetts’s 1691 charter. First, he proposed allowing the King to appoint the General Assembly’s Council. This change would allow the governor to appoint all judges, sheriffs, and, indirectly, grand juries, without being checked by an elected body—thus avoiding “the democratic part” of the colony that showed “contempt of obedience to the laws.” Second, Lord North proposed to have the town meetings “brought under some regulation, and would not suffer them to be held without the consent of the
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Constitutional Right of Self-Government.

By prohibiting them from meeting without the governor’s consent, the bill would ensure that the governor could police the town meetings’ agendas.

The final Massachusetts Government Act passed in May. The Act made some exceptions to the town-meeting rule—the annual meetings to elect officers and representatives would be allowed without prior authorization. But, it concluded, “no other matter shall be treated of at such meetings . . . nor at any other meeting, except the business expressed in the leave given by the governor.”

The Act would not arrive in Massachusetts until August 1774. But the Boston Port Act arrived in May, along with a new governor to replace Thomas Hutchinson: General Thomas Gage. The Boston town meeting responded that “[t]he Town of Boston is now Suffering the Stroke of Vengeance in the Common Cause of America.” It authorized Adams to correspond with the committees of correspondence in other towns and colonies to ask if they would support Boston by closing down their own ports in a continent-wide nonimportation agreement.

When Gage, Massachusetts’s new governor, convened the Massachusetts General Assembly for the first time, Samuel Adams closed the door to the House of Representatives and persuaded the representatives secretly to appoint him, John Adams, and three other men as delegates to attend a continental congress in Philadelphia in September. He also urged the other colonies to meet, agree on “one general Bill of Rights,” and force the British government to respect those rights.
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mass meetings of thousands of people in which the city ultimately agreed not only to support Boston, but also to forward its decision to the southern colonies and consult them on the propriety of calling a continental congress. In Virginia, Richard Henry Lee persuaded the House of Burgesses to issue a lengthy series of resolutions—including that Parliament’s goal was “to render Assemblies Useless and to introduce Arbitrary Government.”

On June 29, Gage tried to suspend the town meetings’ nonimportation agreements by issuing a proclamation “[f]or discouraging certain illegal Combinations”: namely, the “alarming and unprecedented” committees of correspondence that were agreeing to close down the colony’s ports. Gage promised “fatal Consequences” for anyone who assembled to sign this “unwarrantable, hostile, and traiterous Combination.” In this environment, the Boston committee of correspondence received its first rumors in mid-July that “[a] bill has been brought into parliament apparently for the purpose of taking away our charter rights.” Writing to Lee, Dickinson, and the committees of correspondence for other towns, Samuel Adams warned them that an act “annihilating our free Constitution” was expected, and that the towns would have to start considering “proper Measures to be adopted for the Common Safety.” In August, an actual copy of the Massachusetts Government Act finally arrived, along with its prohibition on town meetings without the governor’s consent.
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Samuel Adams and residents of towns across Massachusetts immediately dared Gage to enforce its terms.\textsuperscript{242} In Boston, the town meeting met and discussed the Massachusetts Government Act’s ban on newly called \textit{town} meetings and proposed electing delegates to a \textit{county} convention of towns.\textsuperscript{243} It also agreed to recess itself rather than close the meeting—so that in the future it would not have to seek the governor’s permission to call a new meeting. Gage thought the Bostonians had “clearly evaded” the Act.\textsuperscript{244} He attempted to initiate a prosecution.\textsuperscript{245} But he found it difficult to get anyone in the still-unreformed colonial government to assist him in his efforts to enforce the Act.\textsuperscript{246}

Soon afterward, Gage wrote, “the phrenzy had spread,” and “forcible opposition and violence [was] transferred from the town of \textit{Boston} to the country.”\textsuperscript{247} On August 16, Boston sent representatives to a convention of other town representatives from Suffolk County, which surrounded Boston.\textsuperscript{248} Sixty delegates assembled “to show [their] Contempt of the Act of Parliament touching Town Meetings.”\textsuperscript{249} Finding that several of the towns “had not had notice of [the] meeting,” the delegates called a new convention to meet a few weeks later,\textsuperscript{250} with “full power of adjourning, doing & acting all such matters & things . . . as they may judge of public utility in this time of publick & General Distress.”\textsuperscript{251} Meanwhile, representatives from towns in Worcester County assembled on the theory that “we have, within ourselves, the exclusive right of originating each and every law respecting ourselves.”\textsuperscript{252} Gage ran into one of these extralegal assemblies in Salem toward the end of August. Noticing handbills that called for a meeting to elect members of an Es-
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sex County Convention, Gage ordered the sheriff to post a proclamation that “Town-Meetings called without the Consent of the Governor . . . are illegal.” 253 The residents initially ignored him, treating the Act of Parliament as “a blank piece of paper and not more.” 254 But as they began their meeting at 8 a.m. on the appointed day, Gage ordered two companies of soldiers to “prepare[] accordingly as if for Battle” and march within an eighth of a mile of the town house. 255 After a tense standoff, Gage declared that he “came to execute the Laws, not to dispute them, and [was] determined to execute them.” 256 By this point, however, the meeting had finished its business and dispersed. 257 Gage attempted to prosecute the meeting’s organizers, committing a few of them to jail for several days. 258 But he eventually dropped the prosecution, allegedly yelling, “Damn ‘em! I won’t do any thing about it unless his Majesty sends me more troops.” 259

As other colonies appointed their own delegates to the Continental Congress, they observed what was happening in Massachusetts. Even in colonies like Pennsylvania, whose towns had no custom of calling town meetings, various local committees of correspondence organized themselves into meetings like the Boston town meeting or the Middlesex County convention. 260 “A Ministerial Parliament has made it unlawful for your neighbours to assemble,” a committee in Charleston, South Carolina reported of Massachusetts, “and many reasons make it highly probable that this is but act one of the begun tragedy of American liberty.” 261 In North Carolina, where residents of counties and towns began assembling in order to elect representatives to a provincial congress, the governor issued a proclamation declaring that these “Meetings
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and Assemblies” were “without any legal authority” and therefore “illegal and unwarrantable in their nature.”262 This proclamation was ignored, and the provincial congress elected delegates to Philadelphia.263 And in Virginia, various counties issued resolutions to explain why they had the power to petition and otherwise act without statutory authorization. “[A]s the constitutional Assemblies of Virginia have been prevented from exercising their right of providing for the security of the liberties of the people,” one county declared, “that right again reverts to the people, as the fountain from whence all power and legislation flow.”264 These counties eventually convened a colonial convention at a tavern in Williamsburg, which elected delegates to the Continental Congress. One of the convention members was an Albemarle County lawyer, Thomas Jefferson, who criticized “the several late oppressive Acts respecting the Town of Boston and Province of the Massachusetts Bay.”265 Jefferson wrote that under “the original Constitution of the American Colonies . . . Assemblies [had] the sole Right of directing their internal Polity, [and therefore] it is absolutely destructive of the End of their Institution that their Legislatures should be suspended, or prevented, by hasty Dissolutions, from exercising their legislative Powers.”266

This continental enthusiasm greeted Samuel and John Adams when they first arrived in Philadelphia as veritable celebrities.267 The Adams cousins quickly found allies in Lee, who had been elected from Virginia, and Dickinson, who was not yet a delegate to the convention but who lived in the area and often dined with the Adamses in the evenings.268 Within a week of the Continental Congress’s opening, Lee and the Adams cousins were all appointed to a committee to “[s]tate the rights of the Colonies in general, the several instances
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in which these rights are violated or infringed, and the means most proper to be pursued for obtaining a restoration of them.”

While the delegates met in Philadelphia, newspapers around Massachusetts were reporting that “[t]own-meetings and county-meetings, are now held and calling in all parts of the province.”270 Several of these county conventions drafted lists of resolves protesting the Massachusetts Government Act and other examples of parliamentary transgressions. The most notable of these resolves came from the Middlesex County convention. It resolved that “every people have an absolute right of meeting together to consult upon common grievances, and to petition, remonstrate, and use every legal method for their removal,” and that “the act which prohibits these constitutional meetings, cuts away the scaffolding of English freedom, and reduces us to a most abject state of vassallage and slavery.”271 In other words, the convention deployed the right to assemble—using the same language that Samuel Adams used in 1773—to justify the colony’s resistance to parliamentary supremacy in general and to the Massachusetts Government Act in particular.

The Middlesex convention’s resolves arrived in Philadelphia in mid-September.272 As delegates read the convention’s defense of the right to assemble in the face of the Massachusetts Government Act, they cheered and praised the Adams cousins. “Our Brethren of the County of Middlesex have resolved nobly, and their Resolutions are read by the several Members of this Body with high Applause,” Samuel Adams wrote back to Boston.273 Days later, a messenger arrived with Suffolk County’s resolves, which specifically asked for the advice of the Continental Congress.274 After a daylong debate, the Congress unanimously declared “[t]hat this assembly deeply feels the suffering of their countrymen in the Massachusetts-Bay, under the operation of the late unjust, cruel, and oppressive acts of the British Parliament.”275
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A few weeks later, the Continental Congress agreed upon a final draft of its own Declaration of Rights. The Declaration began with a list of grievances, including that “[a]ssemblies have been frequently dissolved, contrary to the rights of the people, when they attempted to deliberate on grievances; and their dutiful, humble, loyal, & reasonable petitions to the crown for redress, have been repeatedly treated with contempt.”\footnote{276} It specifically called for Parliament to repeal the New York Restraining Act along with the Acts “for stopping the port and blocking up the harbour of Boston, [and] for altering the charter & government of the Massachusetts-bay.”\footnote{277} It then continued with a list of eight resolutions articulating the “Rights” possessed by “the inhabitants of the English Colonies in North America.”\footnote{278} One of these resolutions, the fourth, declared that the colonists were entitled to the “free and exclusive power of legislation in their several provincial legislatures, where their right of representation can alone be preserved.”\footnote{279} The final three resolutions referenced recent events in Massachusetts, declaring “[t]hat they have a right peaceably to assemble, consider of their grievances, and petition the King; and that all prosecutions, prohibitory proclamations, and commitments for the same, are illegal.”\footnote{280}

It seems clear in context that this assembly clause was influenced by the Middlesex Resolves, which the Continental Congress had just read and which had nearly identical wording. But it remains unclear who actually drafted the Congress’s assembly clause, in part because it had been the product of constant debate.\footnote{281} An early draft of the Declaration of Rights was later found among the papers of John Adams in the handwriting of Dickinson, who was elected to the Congress in October.\footnote{282} The author also could have been John Adams himself, who wrote in his diary of being “[v]ery busy in the necessary Business of putting the Proceedings of the Congress into Order” by drafting some of its fi-
nal documents. But “[o]n comparing this Declaration of Rights with the previous writings of Samuel Adams,” one historian has written, “the similarity of expression and the repetition of sentences is so remarkable as to render it more than probable that his hand was engaged on it, either in drafting or revising.” Indeed, the assembly clause bears striking parallels with the instructions and letters Samuel Adams had written on behalf of the Boston town meeting in 1764 and 1765; the circular letter and resolves he drafted on behalf of Massachusetts’s General Assembly when it was dissolved in 1768; the pamphlet he wrote for the town meeting of Boston in 1772; his defense of the town meetings in 1773; his defense of effective petitioning in 1774; and the “many other state papers and political essays by Samuel Adams during the past ten years.”

The language in the phrase “prosecutions, prohibitory Proclamations, and commitments for the same” almost certainly referred to Gage’s recent unsuccessful attempts to prosecute the Boston and Salem town meetings; Hutchinson’s proclamations to limit the scope of the Boston town meeting; and Gage and Hutchinson’s attempts to prevent the committees of correspondence from organizing with one another and signing nonimportation agreements.

So, while the direct authorship of the Continental Congress’s assembly clause is not self-evident, what is clear is that it was written in a broader context in which all kinds of assemblies—general assemblies, town meetings, county conventions, committees of correspondence, and even the Continental Congress itself—were under threat of subordination or elimination by the British government. What made all these assemblies effective was their ability to gather people together so that they could consult with one another, deliberate over the best way to resolve their grievances, and do everything they could to remove those grievances with the legal powers their assemblies offered them. With town meetings and general assemblies, those legal powers might look like laws, taxes, instructions, and petitions. With committees of correspondence and county conventions, they might look like nonimportation agreements, newspaper publications, and other forms of economic and political coercion. But with all of the assemblies, literally assembling was not the point. The point was using assemblies to solve problems.
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II. THE RIGHT TO ASSEMBLE AFTER AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE

A. The State Constitutions of 1776

During the opening days of 1775, the principal governments of several of the American colonies were not the governors and general assemblies of previous years but rather a new breed of conventions, congresses, and other informal assemblies. The colonial government of Massachusetts was particularly in disarray. For the previous four months, the nominal governor, Thomas Gage, had begun fortifying himself in Boston by raiding nearby arsenals, building earthworks around the town, and deploying cannons prominently. He was responding to rumors that the town meetings surrounding Boston were assembling—despite Parliament’s prohibition—and ordering their militias “to meet at one Minute’s Warning, equipt with Arms and Ammunition.” And those same town meetings had elected representatives to assemble in an unofficial “provincial congress” that had assumed for itself the legislative power of the still-dissolved General Assembly. Meeting first in Salem and then Cambridge and Concord, the provincial congress explained to Gage that “the want of a general assembly [has] rendered it indispensably necessary to collect the wisdom of the province by their delegates in this Congress, to concert some adequate remedy for preventing impending ruin, and providing for the public safety.” Gage responded simply that “[w]hilst you complain of Acts of Par-
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liament that make alterations in your Charter, . . . you will not forget that by your assembling, you are yourselves subverting that Charter.”

Massachusetts was far from the only colony in its situation. Towns and counties had appointed provincial congresses around the continent for similar reasons as in Massachusetts, and many also faced hostile, if not violent, opposition to their right to assemble. In North Carolina, shortly before the convening of a second Continental Congress, scheduled for May, town and county committees of correspondence elected a second provincial congress to send delegates to Philadelphia. But North Carolina’s governor issued a proclamation “to renounce, disclaim, and discourage all such meetings, cabals, and illegal proceedings, which artful and designing men shall attempt to engage in, and which can only tend to introduce disorder and anarchy.” Most local committees of correspondence in North Carolina ignored the governor and elected representatives to both a provincial congress (to elect delegates for Philadelphia) and a General Assembly (to legislate for North Carolina). When the General Assembly convened at the capital in April 1775, it responded to the governor’s earlier resolution using the language of the Declaration of Rights’ assembly clause. “It is not to be controverted,” it declared, “that His Majesty’s subjects have a right to petition for a redress of grievances, or to remonstrate against them; and as it is only a meeting of the people, that their sense respecting such petition and remonstrance can be obtained, that the right of assembling is as undoubted.”

But while local control could be empowering, it could be threatening, too. Back in Massachusetts, the loyalists who controlled the Marshfield town meeting complained to Gage that they had been “under terours . . . from the threats of their neighbours.” Gage ultimately had to send “a detachment of
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one hundred men to their relief.”  

And on the night of April 18, 1775, Gage sent another detachment of soldiers to the town of Concord, either to raid a weapons cache or to arrest the Massachusetts provincial congress’s leadership.  

When the town militias of Lexington and Concord blocked the soldiers’ path, the Revolutionary War began.

After the battles of Lexington and Concord, Massachusetts’s provincial congress petitioned the second Continental Congress, meeting again in Philadelphia, for advice on how it should govern the colony in rebellion. The Congress ultimately advised Massachusetts to treat its 1691 charter as a written constitution and elect a new General Assembly as if Gage and the Massachusetts Government Act had never existed. The Massachusetts Congress followed this advice in June, authorizing the towns to elect a new bicameral General Assembly with the upper house, or Council, also serving as Massachusetts’s chief executive—as the charter allowed in the absence of the governor. In the first sign of how the previous decade of arguments against the British government might revolutionize the relationship between the General Assembly and local governments, one of the first laws passed by the General Assembly expanded the franchise so that all towns of at least thirty people could elect at least one representative. Previously, the General Assembly had denied low-population towns, or districts, the right to send a representative. But it now thought that taxing towns without representation was “against common right, and in derogation of the rights granted to the inhabitants of this colony by the charter.”

By the late fall of 1775, provincial congresses in New Hampshire and South Carolina also requested the “advice and direction of the Congress, with respect
to a method for our administering Justice, and regulating our civil police." Receiving these requests as a delegate to the Continental Congress, John Adams persuaded his colleagues to recommend “that each colony would assemble a ‘Convention[] of Representatives, freely, fairly and proportionally chosen,’ which could ‘fabricate[] a Government, or a Constitution rather,’ to replace their [colonial] charters.” On Congress’s advice, New Hampshire, South Carolina, and several other states adopted their first written constitutions.

Adams later even offered personal advice in letters to representatives of North Carolina—which he then published as an influential pamphlet, *Thoughts on Government*—explaining that their new constitution ought to be premised on what would come to be known as popular sovereignty. The ideal government, Adams explained, was one in which everyone could participate, like a town meeting. Because New England towns were “vested with Powers to assemble frequently, deliberate, debate and act, upon many Affairs,” Adams observed that they introduced “universal Knowledge among the People, and inspire[d] them, with a conscious Dignity,” to appreciate the rule “of Laws, and not of Men.” But this sort of ideal wasn’t often practical for an entire state: “In a Community consisting of large Numbers, inhabiting an extensive Country, it is not possible that the whole Should assemble, to make Laws.” In this case, Adams wrote, “The most natural Substitute for an Assembly of the whole, is a Delegation of Power, from the Many, to a few of the most wise and virtuous.” In other words, just as the Massachusetts town meeting in the 1600s had begun electing local officers and colonial representatives to make decisions
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on their behalf by proxy, Adams understood representative government as an extension of the right of people to assemble and govern themselves. The best representative government, Adams wrote, should therefore be “in miniature, an exact portrait of the people at large. It should think, feel, reason, and act like them.”

And to ensure that “it may be the interest of this Assembly to do strict justice at all times, it should be an equal representation, or in other words equal interest among the people should have equal interest in it.”

John and Samuel Adams also took a leading role in drafting early state constitutions. By early 1776, Pennsylvania’s delegates in the Continental Congress were emerging as the principal obstacle in the way of a declaration of independence. Taking advantage of the Continental Congress’s location in Philadelphia, the Adams cousins sought to undercut these delegates’ positions by promoting candidates for election to the Pennsylvania Assembly, which appointed delegates to the Continental Congress. Samuel in particular became so active in Pennsylvania politics that conservatives there referred to him as “Judas Iscariot.” By June 1776, the two men had helped convene a Philadelphia “town-Meeting” of four to five thousand people, which resolved to form “a Provincial Conference” to elect new delegates to the Continental Congress and to elect a constitutional convention to form a new constitution for Pennsylvania. This extralegal convention was elected on the morning of July 8 at
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the same time and place that the Declaration of Independence was proclaimed for the first time.\footnote{318}

The Pennsylvania constitutional convention assembled on July 15 and elected its one well-known figure, Benjamin Franklin, as its president.\footnote{319} But Franklin initially served as little more than a figurehead, as he was frequently absent on account of his duties as a member of the Continental Congress.\footnote{320} In his place, much of the initial work of the convention was produced by a twelve-person committee, later expanded, to draft “an Essay of a Declaration of Rights for this State.”\footnote{321} On July 29, the convention published a draft declaration of rights for two weeks of public consideration.\footnote{322} It was the first state to provide for any public expression on the merits of a proposed constitution.\footnote{323}

The convention’s draft declaration listed sixteen rights, many of which were borrowed from the Declaration of Rights proclaimed by the Continental Congress in 1774.\footnote{324} It did not, at first, protect the right of the people to assemble. But the declaration prompted considerable debate as people pored over its words and submitted their own line-by-line edits.\footnote{325} Samuel Adams, still in Philadelphia as a member of the Continental Congress,\footnote{326} apparently became so involved in the declaration that contemporary observers credited him with writing some of its provisions.\footnote{327} There is no documentary evidence to support
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this observation. But whoever was responsible, when the constitutional convention adopted a final version of the Declaration of Rights on August 16, an assembly clause had been added.328 Pennsylvania became the first state whose constitution declared “[t]hat the People have a Right to assemble together, to consult for their common Good, to instruct their Representatives, and to apply to the Legislature for Redress of Grievances, by Address, Petition or Remonstrance.”329

This first state assembly clause was almost certainly inspired by the Continental Congress's assembly clause of 1774, which declared that the colonists had “a right peaceably to assemble, consider of their grievances, and Petition the King; and that all prosecutions, prohibitory proclamations, and commitments for the same, are illegal.”330 But there are also some notable differences, a few of which suggest Samuel Adams’s influence.

First, Pennsylvania replaced “peaceably assemble” with “assemble together,” to unclear effect.

Second, the Pennsylvania version replaced the 1774 “consider of their grievances” with the 1776 “to consult for their common Good.” The reason for this change is also not self-evident, although the Pennsylvania version conveyed the same self-government meaning as the original: “public good” and “common wealth” were both English translations of the Latin res publica.331 As Samuel Adams declared two decades later, “Government is instituted for the common good; not for the profit, honor or private interest of any one man, family, or class of men.”332 And as he had earlier written in 1773, after Thomas Hutchinson accused the town of Boston of exceeding its corporate powers, “[T]he Inhabitants of this or any other Town, had certainly an uncontroverted right to meet together, either in the manner the law has prescribed, or in
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any other orderly manner, Jointly to consult the necessary means of their own Preservation and safety.”

A third difference was the addition of a new clause: “to instruct their Representatives.” More than any other change, this clause betrays the influence of Adams or someone else from New England, because Pennsylvania had no similar tradition of assembling in town meetings to instruct representatives to the legislature. Rather, the practice of “draw[ing] up instructions” for members of the Pennsylvania General Assembly appears to have emerged in a widespread manner only after 1774, when Dickinson’s committee of correspondence in Philadelphia imitated the Boston town meeting.

The fourth and final difference was the replacement of the right to petition the King with the right to “apply to the Legislature for Redress of Grievances, by Address, Petition or Remonstrance.” The reason for removing the King is obvious in the context of 1776. But the language also tracks Samuel Adams’s 1772 pamphlet, The Votes and Proceedings . . . of the Town of Boston, in which the town declared “[t]hat they have, ever had, and ought to have, a Right to Petition the King or his Representative for the Redress of such Grievances as they feel, or for preventing of such as they have Reason to apprehend; and to Communicate their Sentiments to other Towns.”

The use of the term “Petition or Remonstrance” also reflects how the North Carolina General Assembly protested the governor’s criticism of the towns and counties that elected a provincial congress in 1775. That Assembly explained that “the right of assembling is . . . undoubted” because “it is only [by] a meeting of the people, that their sense respecting such petition and remonstrance can be obtained.” It is perhaps because of North Carolina’s own history of defending the right of extralegal assemblies to meet and to legislate that North Carolina’s constitution of December 1776 became the second to include an assembly clause, using language nearly identical to Pennsylvania’s.
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B. The Massachusetts Constitution of 1780

Shortly before Pennsylvania adopted the final version of its assembly clause in August 1776, Samuel Adams temporarily returned to Massachusetts. When he arrived, the Massachusetts General Assembly was beginning to debate whether Massachusetts should draft its own new constitution. Rural towns in the state’s two westernmost counties, Berkshire and Hampshire, were prodding the legislature to act. Their demands for a new constitution illustrated a developing tension within the right to assemble.

Before 1776, when Adams invoked the right to assemble, he was usually making an argument about why an unelected British government should not be allowed to subordinate a local government. For Adams, the right to assemble explained why Boston had the inherent power to discuss and act upon international affairs even if the governor believed such affairs exceeded the town’s statutory authority. And it also explained why the general assemblies of New York and Massachusetts could not be coerced into legislating in whatever manner Parliament or the Crown demanded.

After independence, however, Massachusetts was full of many overlapping and potentially competing assemblies—town meetings, the General Assembly, and informal caucuses and conventions. Although Adams continued to defend “a right to assemble upon all occasions” as “the privilege of freemen” to govern themselves, that right alone could not explain which of these assemblies should be considered supreme when their powers or policies conflicted.

The most important illustration of this tension emerged with county courts. For over a century, Massachusetts’s towns had been organized into counties in which the most important institutions were the courts. Under Massachusetts’s 1691 charter, all of these courts were appointed by the governor with the “advice and consent of the Councill.”
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After the Continental Congress in 1775 advised Massachusetts to return to its 1691 charter, the General Assembly issued a proclamation declaring that the upper house, or Council, would serve as “the executive Branch of Government” — as the charter authorized in the absence of a legitimate governor. Among other things, this meant that the Council could appoint all officers throughout the state. The General Assembly considered the Council’s appointment power reasonable because the Council was “under the Influence and Controul of the People.” Towns could elect representatives in the House of Representatives, who in turn could elect members of the Council, who in turn could appoint judges.

But in western Massachusetts, a pastor named Thomas Allen objected to the Council’s appointment power using arguments similar to those that Samuel Adams had once deployed against the British governors. A recent graduate of Harvard College serving as a pastor in the town of Pittsfield, Allen was outraged that Massachusetts’s western towns appeared to have very little direct influence over who would serve as a local judge. In petitions to the General Assembly, Allen rejected its argument that “the People” controlled the appointment of judges: the populous eastern towns effectively controlled who would be appointed judges across the state. More fundamentally, Allen argued that the people of Massachusetts had never consented to the General Assembly’s 1775 decision to return to the 1691 charter. That charter was “defective,” Allen wrote, because its authority came from the Crown while “the people are the fountain of power.” In the charter’s place, Allen demanded that the people of the state be allowed to participate in drafting a new “fundamental Constitution as the Basis and ground work of Legislation.”

To back up these demands, Allen helped to organize conventions of local committees of correspondence in Hampshire and Berkshire counties. Each
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convention voted that it would prevent the sessions courts from sitting until the people of Massachusetts were allowed to participate in ratifying a new constitution for the entire state. While dissidents complained about “the irregularity of said Convention[s],” Allen and his allies declared that they would “rather submit to Lord North” than consent to having judges appointed by the General Assembly officiate. Exercising the right to assemble, Allen was defending the western towns’ right to govern themselves.

That September, with the western county sessions courts still closed, the Massachusetts General Assembly asked all eligible voters in the state to “assemble as soon as they can in Town-Meeting” and vote on whether to authorize the General Assembly to enact a new constitution. Several town meetings, including in Lexington and Concord, immediately objected to allowing the General Assembly to draft the new constitution, rather than first electing a new convention called for that specific purpose. But after taking a tally of the town-meeting returns, the General Assembly concluded that it possessed the authorization to propose a constitution. It misread the situation: the 1778 constitution it proposed was overwhelmingly defeated for a number of reasons, including that voters wanted a distinct assembly—a constitutional convention—to propose the constitution.

Soon after the results were tallied, local committees of correspondence in Berkshire County called for another county convention at which they again voted to keep the sessions courts there closed. More than two years had passed since these courts—which oversaw criminal and regulatory matters—had been allowed to sit.

While the first western-county conventions drew only local opposition, this 1778 convention drew statewide rebuke, with critics complaining that people in Berkshire County were abusing the right to assemble. Despite these criticisms, the Berkshire “constitutionalists,” as they became known, refused to open the county’s courts or recognize the General Assembly’s laws until the state adopted
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a new constitution. They maintained that “the Compact in this state is not yet formed . . . . [I]f the Majority of the people of this state have adopted any such fundamental Constitution it is unknown to us and we shall submit to it as we always mean to be governed by the Majority.” 359

Seeking to mediate this dispute, the General Assembly passed an act of pardon that applied to “all riots, routs and unlawful assemblies, committed, commanded, acted, done, or made, within the said county of Berkshire, since the tenth day of April, one thousand seven hundred and seventy-four.” 360 But this pardon only insulted the Berkshire constitutionalists, because it implied that the 1774 county conventions—the ones that defended the right to assemble and which had received so much praise from the first Continental Congress—were “unlawful assemblies.” 361

Finally, in June 1779, the General Assembly called for town meetings to elect representatives to a special constitutional convention for the exclusive purpose of drafting a new constitution for the people of Massachusetts. 362 Thomas Allen’s home of Pittsfield instructed its representative to “unite with said convention in drawing up a Bill of Rights,” specifically requesting “that the people have a right peaceably to assemble, consider of their grievances, and petition for redress.” 363

The 312 members of the constitutional convention began assembling in Cambridge on September 1, 1779. 364 The participants included almost every prominent figure of the Revolutionary era of Massachusetts, including John and Samuel Adams. 365 But despite the large numbers of people, the convention quickly delegated the actual drafting of the constitution to a subcommittee consisting of three people, including Samuel Adams and John Adams. 366 Over the next two months, there is evidence that Samuel took the lead in drafting the
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constitution’s first part, the “Declaration of Rights,” and that John took the lead in drafting the constitution’s second part, the “Frame of Government.”

When the convention as a whole submitted the constitution for ratification by town meetings, Article 19 of the Declaration of Rights declared:

The people have a right, in an orderly and peaceable manner, to assemble to consult upon the common good; give instructions to their representatives, and to request of the legislative body, by the way of addresses, petitions, or remonstrances, redress of the wrongs done them, and of the grievances they suffer.

The only substantive difference between Article 19 and the Pennsylvania assembly clause, aside from changes in punctuation, was the addition of the phrase “in an orderly and peaceable manner.” A later article also confirmed the self-governmental meaning of Article 19’s phrase “consult upon the common good,” declaring, “[t]he legislature ought frequently to assemble for the redress of grievances, for correcting, strengthening, and confirming the laws, and for making new laws, as the common good may require.”

When the Boston town meeting debated whether to ratify the constitution, its main suggestion was that a separate clause protecting the liberty of the press should also provide for “the Liberty of Speech.” Although Samuel Adams thought this would be a change “for the better,” a free speech clause was not added to the Declaration of Rights until 1948. No town meeting, by con-
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Contrast, appears to have suggested alterations to the assembly clause’s Article 19. The closest suggestion came from the Bellingham town meeting, which, after commending Article 19, asked for explicit protections of “the Powers and Privileges of Every Incorporate town in this State to meet Annualy in March and to chuse all town officers and to meet at other times as the Inhabitants may agree and to transact town affairs as has been Usuall in this State.”

But it is reasonable to presume that such protections were already implied by the right to assemble. As John Adams wrote within a week of the Bellingham town meeting, “[B]y the ancient Laws of the Country, which are Still in force, any Seven Inhabitants of one of the[] Towns have a right to demand of the Magistrates a public assembly, of all.” He added:

In th[ese assemblies every] Man, high and low; every Yeoman, Tradesman, and even [day Labourer, as well] as every Gentleman and public magistrate, has a right to vo[te] and [to speak his senti]ments of public Affairs; to propose measures; to instruct their Repr[esentatives in the] Legislature &c. This right was constantly, and frequently, used, under [the former] Government, and is now, much more frequently used, under the new.

The Massachusetts Constitution as a whole was ratified without amendment in June 1780. And when John Adams reflected on it in the years afterward, he continued to emphasize the importance of towns in the constitutional order. Indeed, in a 1782 letter published in *A Defence of the Constitutions of Government of the United States of America*, Adams described “the right to assemble” as one of the precipitating causes of the Revolutionary War.

C. Shays’s Rebellion of 1786

Over the next decade, Samuel Adams remained active in Massachusetts politics, serving as a delegate to the Continental Congress until 1781 and as a senator in the Massachusetts Senate from 1781 through 1789. Even after he became president of the state senate in 1782, he continued to attend the Boston
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CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT OF SELF-GOVERNMENT

town meeting, often leaving his chair in the Senate to take part in town debates.\footnote{381} But with his assumption of power also came a measure of conservatism about the scope of the right to assemble that he had spent almost two decades defending. Now that Massachusetts had “regular & constitutional Governments,” he began to argue that “popular Committees and County Conventions are not only useless but dangerous. They served an excellent Purpose & were highly necessary when they were set up,” but no longer.\footnote{382}

Adams was reacting to the persistent county conventions in the western half of the state, which had long shut down the courts in Berkshire and Hampshire counties.\footnote{383} Before 1780, these conventions had been motivated by an opposition to appointed judges and a demand for a new, popularly ratified constitution. After 1780, the western towns allowed the courts to reopen, but quickly began to second-guess this decision as Massachusetts’s economy collapsed.\footnote{384} The Revolutionary War imposed significant costs on the people of Massachusetts in the form of lost men who died as soldiers, lost shipping and fishing channels, lost access to southern markets, and lost hard currency.\footnote{385} All this, in turn, dramatically increased the indebtedness of the state and its residents.\footnote{386}

In February 1782, a crowd of 300 people assembled in Berkshire County to petition the court of common pleas to suspend civil actions until the following term.\footnote{387} Two months later, similar demonstrations spread to Hampshire County, where 1,200 soldiers were mustered to disperse an armed group of 600 protestors.\footnote{388} These county conventions continued through the next two years, extracting modest remedies from the General Assembly.\footnote{389} Nevertheless, the conventions increasingly drew criticism from eastern towns.

Columnists in local newspapers began to defend the conventions’ right to assemble as something explicitly protected by the constitution of 1780. “If I rightly remember, our Constitution provides, that the people, or any number of them, may orderly assemble, to consult upon grievances, to remonstrate
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against them, and petition for redress,” one columnist wrote in 1784. 390 “It is true it is not said in the Constitution, whether such meetings shall be by two’s or three’s, towns, counties, states, or the whole United States assembled in one body; but the implication is plain that all aggrieved may assemble—may petition and remonstrate.” 391

But eastern town meetings, including in Boston, began to argue that the constitutional right to assemble applied only to towns, not extralegal gatherings. The Boston meeting emphasized that county conventions may have been necessary “when we were governed by foreign power, and a redress of grievances could be had in no Other way,” but now “that time is gone, & gone forever, unless the baneful influence of a few restless Spirits should induce the People at Large by County Meetings and irregular Assemblyes to raise such commotions, as might eventually Overturn the Constitution.” 392 Like the opponents of the Berkshire constitutionalists, the Boston meeting urged the other towns to use constitutionally recognized methods for redressing their grievances, such as electing and instructing representatives. 393

In a remarkable display of irony for someone who once objected to Thomas Hutchinson’s dismissal of town meetings, Samuel Adams wrote that “Bodies of Men, under any Denomination whatever, who convene themselves for the Purpose of deliberating upon & adopting Measures which are cognizable by Legislatures only will, if continued, bring Legislatures to Contempt & Dissolution.” 394 Yet Samuel Adams didn’t think that he was being hypocritical. He obviously knew what was in the state constitution. But he evidently thought that the right to assemble was not a protection of assembling per se, but rather a protection of a right to meaningfully participate in enacting needed legislation—which he thought residents of Massachusetts could now do through town meetings and the General Assembly. Adams emphasized this point in a private letter, writing that “[w]hile we retain those simple Democracies in all our Towns which are the Basis of our State Constitutions, and make a good Use of them, it appears to me we cannot be enslaved or materially injured.” 395
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Other opponents of the county conventions in 1784 elaborated on Adams’s point, making an institutionalist argument that county conventions were likely to be less legitimate, trustworthy, and knowledgeable than were formal assemblies like a town meeting or the General Assembly. “If there be any good reason to think that we can furnish a county meeting with more wisdom and fidelity than our present governors possess, the constitution furnishes us with a very expeditious, and, which is a considerable advantage, a very cheap remedy,” one columnist wrote: to “lend these very wise and faithful men to the legislature.”396

Whether Adams’s distinction between town meetings and county conventions was conceptually satisfying, it became a predominant interpretation of the state’s assembly clause two years later, when Massachusetts’s western-county conventions turned violent. The demonstration, known as Shays’s Rebellion, was the consequence of longstanding grievances: persistent indebtedness, the failure of the General Assembly to pass debtor-relief laws, the scarcity of money, and other issues that had remained unresolved since 1780.397 When the General Assembly ended its 1786 session before addressing western petitions for tax and debtor-relief laws, dozens of towns in Worcester, Middlesex, Hampshire, and Berkshire counties all organized county conventions calling for the suspension of civil suits and tax collection as well as various constitutional amendments, including the abolition of the state senate.398 The most influential of these conventions, one held at Hatfield in Hampshire County, called itself a “constitutional” body.399 Yet within days of its meeting, 1,500 people gathered in nearby Northampton and took possession of the courthouse to prevent the sitting of the county courts.400 Soon, armed groups of hundreds of so-called Regulators disrupted courts in Worcester, Middlesex, Bristol, and Berkshire counties.401 In October, as the Continental Congress voted to raise an armed force,402 the Massachusetts General Assembly passed the state’s first riot act since 1756, permitting justices of the peace to disperse “tumultuous assem-
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"blies" of thirty or more people. Without money to raise a militia, however, the Commonwealth turned to donations from wealthy, private citizens to assemble a fighting force to put down the insurgency.

In this environment, Samuel Adams and dozens of town meetings explained why the Massachusetts Constitution’s assembly clause didn’t apply to county conventions. Rather than simply accuse the westerners of violating the assembly clause’s “orderly and peaceable” language, Adams and his supporters interpreted the clause not to apply to informal assemblies at all. The town meeting of Cambridge, for example, declared that “[t]he constitution has provided for the annual choice of every branch of the Legislature, and that the people in the several towns may assemble to deliberate on public grievances, and to instruct their Representatives.” The meeting explained that informal conventions were justifiable only “where the legislative or executive powers of the State have been evidently and notoriously applied to unconstitutional purposes, and no constitutional means of redress remains.” In early September, the Boston and Concord town meetings expressed their “utter disapprobation of the disorderly proceedings of a number of persons in the counties of Hampshire and Worcester,” and demanded that the western towns instead “join in legal and constitutional measures to obtain redress of what may be found to be real grievances.” And on September 30, the governor of New Hampshire, which had adopted in 1784 an assembly clause nearly identical to that of Massachusetts, quoted his state’s assembly clause to urge dissenters “to have their ‘consultations upon the public good’ in regular, orderly, and constitutional town meetings.”

After a brief battle with the private militia outside the Springfield armory, the Regulators faced mass desertions before a complete surrender by February
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1787. But their rebellion inspired Massachusetts’s eastern elite to interpret the assembly clause as a protection of constitutionally recognized assemblies, like town meetings and the General Assembly, but not informal county conventions. When a Massachusetts judge, George Richards Minot, discussed the Regulators’ reliance on Massachusetts’s assembly clause in his *History of the Insurrections* in 1788, he confirmed this point:

[T]he sense of this article extended only to town meetings which are known to the laws. And indeed, to construe it in the most latitudinary sense, might tend in practice, so to divide the sovereign power of the people, as to make the authority of the laws uncertain, and distract the attention of subjects; especially, in a republican government, where all power is actually delegated.412

D. The First Amendment of 1789

Although Samuel Adams had been an advocate of a continental union since he first proposed a Continental Congress in 1774, he was not chosen to serve as one of Massachusetts’s delegates to the convention that assembled in Philadelphia in May 1787. Yet when he got his first look at what the convention produced—an entirely new Constitution for the United States of America—he was stunned. “[A]s I enter the Building I stumble at the Threshold,” Adams wrote his longtime correspondent, Richard Henry Lee. “I meet with a National Government, instead of a Federal Union of Sovereign States.”413 Adams read through the Constitution’s grants of broad enumerated and implied powers to the federal government, noting that if they “shall extend to every Subject of Legislation, and its Laws be supreme & controul the whole, the Idea of Sovereignty in these States must be lost.”414 He was skeptical that state governments would survive under the new system.

Adams’s interpretation of the Constitution was commonly shared, including by several of the leading participants at the Philadelphia convention who saw the reduction of state power as a good thing. In the opening months of the convention, for example, Alexander Hamilton of New York called states “cor-
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porations for local purposes,”415 declaring that “the states will be dangerous to
the national government, and ought to be extinguished, new modified, or re-
duced to a smaller scale.”416 Elbridge Gerry of Massachusetts, James Wilson of
Pennsylvania, and Gouverneur Morris of New York all agreed, continuing
Hamilton’s metaphor of treating states relative to the federal government as if
they were cities, or “subordinate corporations,” relative to Parliament.417 The
delegate who took this metaphor the furthest was James Madison of Virginia,
who spent the first two months of the convention strenuously arguing that
“[t]he states ought to be placed under control of the general government—at
least as much so as they formerly were under the [K]ing and British
[P]arliament.”418 To critics who complained that federal control of state legis-
lation would destroy the states, Madison pointed out that states, like municipali-
ties, “hav[e] the power of making by-laws . . . effectual only if they are not con-
tradictory to the general [government].”419 “The relation of a Genl. Govt. to
State Govts. is parallel.”420

Madison’s proposal of allowing the federal government to veto state legis-
lation was defeated over the course of the five-month convention by delegates
like George Mason of Virginia, who worried about “reducing the States to mere
corporations[,] as seemed to be the tendency of some arguments.”421 Yet the
Constitution as a whole embraced Hamilton and Madison’s view that the fed-
eral government should have wide legislative powers and that its laws should
be “supreme.”422 The convention also defeated a demand by Mason, the author
of Virginia’s Declaration of Rights, to add a similar bill of rights to the Federal
Constitution.423 This defeat so upset Mason that he declined to sign the final
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Indeed, as soon as the convention asked the Continental Congress to approve the Constitution and send it to the states for ratification, Lee proposed a series of amendments, including a version of the assembly clause. Similar assembly clauses became a touchstone for the document’s critics, including Samuel Adams, who were collectively tarred by its supporters as “Antifederalists.” As Delaware, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey became the first states to hold conventions on whether to ratify the Constitution, Antifederalists offered a variety of improvements to the Constitution premised on the right to assemble. In January 1788, when Massachusetts gathered its convention to decide whether to ratify the Constitution, Adams was also one of a majority of the convention delegates who were critical of the Constitution. Adams joined a narrow 187 to 168 majority to ratify the Constitution only after agreeing to a compromise in which Massachusetts would also propose amendments.

Massachusetts’s proposed amendments opened the door for other Antifederalist-controlled state conventions to do the same. Delegates in New York and Virginia particularly feared that Hamilton and Madison believed that “the state governments ought to be subverted; at least, so far as to leave them only
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corporate rights.” In the end, both states ratified the Constitution only after proposing an assembly clause: “That the people have a right peaceably to assemble together to consult for the common good, or to instruct their representatives; and that every freeman has a right to petition or apply to the Legislature for redress of grievances.”

After these last two states ratified the Constitution, candidates began running for seats in the First Congress, which would ultimately be responsible for drafting the amendments’ terms. In Federalist Massachusetts, Adams was soundly defeated in his campaign for the House of Representatives after being vilified by the press for his support of amending the Constitution. In Anti-federalist Virginia, Madison ran for the House on a platform of supporting a bill of rights—which, he thought, would be safe under his authorship. Madison ended up winning a close election by about 300 votes, a margin he credited to his campaign strategy.

So even though he, like most Federalists, initially did not support amendments, when he arrived in the Federalist-dominated House in March 1789, he emerged as one of the strongest supporters of new amendments.

The lack of congressional support for any amendments meant that Madison had a difficult time engaging the Congress’s attention. After consulting the Declaration of Rights from 1774, the bills of rights of all the state constitutions
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adopted from 1776 through 1784, the dozens of amendments proposed by the ratifying conventions of 1788, and newspapers and pamphlets offering other suggestions, Madison proposed an enormous collection of amendments for the House to “do what they think proper with it.” Madison's version of the assembly clause was similar to New York and Virginia’s 1788 proposals as well as Massachusetts’s 1780 version—except it omitted a right “to instruct their representatives.” Madison did not explain the change, but it was not yet clear that any of his Federalist colleagues really cared about the content of his amendments. One representative tried to explain Madison's proposal as a consequence of Madison's being “frightened with the antifederalism of his own state.”

After a month of delay, in July 1789, the House appointed a committee to reframe Madison’s collection of suggestions into a shorter, more manageable list. The version of the assembly clause reported by this committee on July 28 combined it with a free speech clause: “The freedom of speech, and of the press, and the right of the people peaceably to assemble and consult for their common good, and to apply to the government for redress of grievances, shall not be infringed.” When the House turned to this clause on August 15, Representative Theodore Sedgwick of Massachusetts began the debate by moving to “strike out ‘assemble and.’” Sedgwick had been the clerk of the county's convention of 1774 preceding the Continental Congress. But after 1776, when he served as an appointed judge in Berkshire County amid the anti-court protests there, he became disillusioned with county conventions,
even repudiating his role in helping to organize one. In 1778, Sedgwick was threatened by an armed mob. And by the time of Shays’s Rebellion, Sedgwick had become such a reactionary that he had to be secreted out of the county for fear of his life. Nevertheless, after Shays’s Rebellion had been suppressed, Sedgwick won an election that was so close that it was not decided until the summer of 1789.

Sedgwick thought the race was close not only because of his opposition to Shays’s Rebellion but also because he refused to “publicly declare[] my sentiments in favor of amending the national constitution of government.” Like many Federalists, Sedgwick believed that to amend the Constitution “[b]efore we could be said to have a government . . . argues a frivolity of character very inconsistent with national dignity.” When he arrived in Congress and it began debating what he called the “unpromising subject of amendments,” he wrote to his wife that he thought “[t]he introduction of it at this period, of the existence of our government was in my opinion unwise and will not produce those beneficial effects which its advocates predicted.”

Sedgwick’s tactic to bring down the Assembly Clause was to condemn it as redundant of the right to free speech. “If people freely converse together, they must assemble for that purpose,” he said; “it is a self-evident, unalienable right which the people possess; it is certainly a thing that never would be called in question; it is derogatory to the dignity of the House to descend to such minutiae.” He argued that specifically protecting the right to assemble was as unnecessary as a clause declaring “that a man should have a right to wear his hat if he pleased; that he might get up when he pleased, and go to bed when he thought proper.” Such “trifles,” he argued, were not in danger from the federal government.

Although Sedgwick did not explicitly invoke Shays’s Rebellion in his criticism of the Assembly Clause, Elbridge Gerry of Massachusetts invoked it in response. A devoted ally of Samuel Adams, Gerry had been a delegate to the 1774
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Essex County convention whose Salem elections had been interrupted by Thomas Gage’s soldiers. Now, as a member of the First Congress, Gerry reiterated that the right to assemble was an “essential right,” one that had been “inserted in the constitutions of several States.” Ignoring Sedgwick’s dismissal of the right as redundant, Gerry responded to what Sedgwick had left unsaid. Although the right to assemble “had been abused in the year 1786 in Massachusetts,” Gerry said, “that abuse ought not to operate as an argument against the use of it. The people ought to be secure in the peaceable enjoyment of this privilege, and that can only be done by making a declaration to that effect in the Constitution.”

The remaining representatives who entered this debate did focus their responses on Sedgwick’s dismissal of the right to assemble as a redundant trifle. John Vining of Delaware explained that “if the thing were harmless, and it would tend to gratify the States that had proposed amendments, he should agree to it.” Thomas Hartley of Pennsylvania and Egbert Benson of New York also supported the amendment. John Page of Virginia responded to Sedgwick’s claim about hats—that protecting the right to assemble was “no more essential than whether a man has a right to wear his hat or not”—by pointing out that “a man has been obliged to pull off his hat when he appeared before the face of authority; people have also been prevented from assembling together on their lawful occasions.” After Gerry and Sedgwick spoke again, Sedgwick’s motion to strike the Assembly Clause “lost by a considerable majority.”

That was almost the extent of the House debate over the Assembly Clause—a half-dozen speeches and three thin columns in the Annals of Congress. Yet once this day of debate was published in the newspapers, it dramatically influenced how the Assembly Clause would be interpreted for generations. Ever since that hot and cloudy August morning, most commentators,
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judges, and law professors have all relied on the congressional debate as their main source of historical material for interpreting the scope of the Assembly Clause.463

But Sedgwick’s motives for seeking to strike out the Assembly Clause likely had less to do with his stated opposition to meaningless protections than to his unstated opposition to the meaningful role of Massachusetts’s assembly clause during Shays’s Rebellion.464 After all, Sedgwick had fled Shays’s Rebellion only two years before the House debate. In the meantime, his correspondent George Richards Minot had published his History of the Insurrection, in which he specifically described the right to assemble and sought to limit its meaning so as not to apply to the county conventions that had turned violent.465 On the advice of one Federalist politician, Minot had even sent his book to members of Congress.466 So while Gerry was the only person to raise Shays’s Rebellion in response to Sedgwick, he could not have been the only person thinking about it. Indeed, an anonymous author published an essay three days after the House debate to harshly criticize the representatives for advancing the right to assemble despite Shays’s Rebellion. Complaining that so-called “peacable meetings” in 1786 had “prostrated all order and law,” the author warned that inserting an assembly clause into the U.S. Constitution would lead local governments to “do acts that amount to open resistance, and your judges cannot punish them. For God’s sake, gentlemen, reflect upon the fatal consequences of such declarations.”467

Supporting this interpretation of how the House likely understood the right to assemble is what the House considered immediately after debating the clause: a motion by Thomas Tudor Tucker of South Carolina to add a declaration that the people should have a right to “instruct their representatives.”468 In 1774, Tucker had lived in Charleston when its committee of correspondence declared that “[a] Ministerial Parliament has made it unlawful for your neighbours [in Massachusetts] to assemble.”469 Now, he considered the right to in-
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struct such a “material part” of the right to assemble that it belonged next to it. 470 And just as the right to instruct in the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776 betrayed the influence of a New Englander like Samuel Adams, adding a right to instruct next to the Assembly Clause in the First Amendment only made sense if the right to assemble referred to New England town meetings and the assemblies modeled after them. 471 Perhaps unsurprisingly, Gerry again became the biggest defender of the right of instruction, explaining that it was an illustration of popular sovereignty.

[T]o say the sovereignty vests in the people, and that they have not a right to instruct and control their representatives, is absurd to the last degree. They must either give up their principle, or grant that the people have a right to exercise their sovereignty to control the whole Government, as well as this branch of it. 472

Indeed, this close connection between the right of instruction, the right to assemble, and the right to self-government is precisely what led most of the House to oppose adding a right of instruction. As Samuel Livermore of New Hampshire pointed out, “In some States the representatives are chosen by districts. In such case, perhaps, the instructions may be considered as coming from the district; but in other States, each representative is chosen by the whole people.” 473 Given the relationship between the right to instruct and the right to assemble, Livermore asked, how would Congress determine which local assembly had the right to instruct? 474 Livermore thought the right of instruction only worked with “boroughs and [municipal] corporations” that had clearly defined interests, not with amorphous districts that did not reflect local government boundaries. Many other representatives agreed. James Jackson of Georgia said he was “in favor of the right of the people, to assemble and consult for the common good; it had been used in this country as one of the best checks on the British Legislature in their unjustifiable attempts to tax the colonies without their consent.” 475 But allowing a right of instruction when differ-
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ent representatives are elected by different types of constituencies “would necessarily drive the House into a number of factions.”

Ultimately, the House voted down Tucker’s proposal to add a right of instruction by a wide margin. And after an unpublished debate on September 4, the Senate voted to preserve much of the House’s language, so that its version declared: “Congress shall make no law, abridging the freedom of Speech or of the Press, or the right of the People peaceably to assemble and consult for their common good, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”

On September 9, the Senate consolidated these clauses with the religion clauses, prohibiting Congress from establishing “articles of faith or a mode of worship, or prohibiting the free exercise of religion.” And after a conference between House and Senate leaders, the Assembly Clause emerged in its final form: “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging . . . the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” Congress’s language was ratified in 1791 as the First Amendment.

III. THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT OF SELF-GOVERNMENT

This Article has so far described how the right to assemble developed and what it could have meant to readers at the time it was first constitutionalized. This descriptive account should be distinguished, however, from the normative or legal question of how a state or federal assembly clause should be interpreted and applied at present. The remainder of this Article offers a groundwork for further study, offering several suggestions for how the historical context surrounding the first assembly clauses could influence interpretations and applications of the right to assemble in the twenty-first century. But first, it attempts to provide an explanation for why this historical context might be relevant at all.

For judges and legal scholars who subscribe to some version of originalism, an explanation of the present-day relevance of this Article’s historical narrative may not be necessary. Since the 1970s, many scholars and judges have interpreted constitutional text with reference to the perceived original intent of the
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text’s authors.\textsuperscript{480} For these original-intent originalists, the meaning intended by Samuel Adams and other advocates of the right to assemble would go far toward determining or lending authority to what the right should mean today. Even more scholars and judges today say they interpret constitutional text with reference to its “original public meaning,” defined as “the meaning the words and phrases of the Constitution would have had, in context, to ordinary readers, speakers, and writers of the English language, reading a document of this type, at the time adopted.”\textsuperscript{481} For these original-public-meaning originalists, the meaning of the assembly clauses was “fixed” as soon as they were framed and ratified, and the clauses should therefore be understood today in a manner consistent with how they were publicly understood at the time.\textsuperscript{482}

But many legal historians—not to mention judges and other legal scholars—may be skeptical of efforts to interpret or understand constitutional text in the present as it was interpreted or understood in the past.\textsuperscript{483} They observe that the historical authors of a text rarely intend one clear meaning—regardless of whether the text is a poem,\textsuperscript{484} a bad joke,\textsuperscript{485} a work of art,\textsuperscript{486} or a constitutional provision. Authors change their minds about how to interpret their own
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work all the time. Historians also emphasize that even a generally accepted interpretation of a text’s meaning is not the only reasonable interpretation. The various contexts that supply a given text’s possible meanings are so dependent on specific, contingent perspectives that a text’s generally accepted meaning at one time and in one location might be incommensurable with how anyone would interpret the same text later or in a different place. Moreover, assessing whether an interpretation is “generally accepted” requires an implicit analysis of who should count as part of the relevant “general” population: an analysis that necessarily excludes people whose perspectives were suppressed, ignored, or otherwise not saved in historical archives.

Yet these concerns do not mean that knowledge of historical context should play no role in understanding the present, or that any use of history in constitutional interpretation makes one an originalist. Far from it. A primary purpose of history is to denaturalize the present by demonstrating how even the most unchallenged assumptions of our time are the product of chance, choices, and contingent circumstances.

“A belief in contingency has as its corollary an obligation to imagine alternatives,” historian Richard White has written.

Yet, these are not the only ways in which historical context matters. For example, E.D. Hirsch, Jr., in his influential book *Validity in Interpretation*, argues that texts have a meaning that is not arbitrary or subjective, but rather is something that can be objectively determined. However, many scholars, including Mary Sarah Bilder, have challenged this view, arguing that texts are always open to multiple interpretations and that the meaning of a text is always situated in its historical context.

Similarly, Thomas S. Kuhn, in his groundbreaking book *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions*, describes how scientific revolutions cause scientists to draw new interpretations out of data with a previously accepted meaning: “The data themselves had changed. That is the last of the senses in which we may want to say that after a revolution scientists work in a different world.”

Yet these concerns do not mean that knowledge of historical context should play no role in understanding the present, or that any use of history in constitutional interpretation makes one an originalist. Far from it. A primary purpose of history is to denaturalize the present by demonstrating how even the most unchallenged assumptions of our time are the product of chance, choices, and contingent circumstances. “A belief in contingency has as its corollary an obligation to imagine alternatives,” historian Richard White has written. “Considering only what happened is ahistorical, because the past once contained...
larger possibilities, and part of the historian’s job is to make those possibilities visible; otherwise all that is left for historians to do is to explain the inevitability of the present.” Uncovering alternative possibilities is particularly important with respect to texts, whose setting—historical, cultural, authorial—“constrains and delimits the viable interpretations that these texts are able to bear.” For any text, an appreciation of the context and larger possibilities behind it “does help in understanding it.”

In this respect, even a legal interpreter who rejects originalism would nevertheless benefit from understanding the historical context surrounding a text, the “mischief” that the text’s supporters hoped to address, and the alternative interpretations that were once embraced as reasonable possibilities but have not since been followed because of contingent circumstances. If all texts have a multiplicity of meanings, then historical context can reveal that some of those meanings are today considered outlandish only because they are currently unfamiliar. “Equipped with a broader sense of possibility,” writes historian Quentin Skinner, “we can stand back from the intellectual commitments we have inherited and ask ourselves in a new spirit of enquiry what we should think of them.” In other words, understanding how Samuel Adams and others invoked the right to assemble can help us decide whether to keep the right buried in perpetual obscurity. As Thomas Jefferson famously wrote in 1789, “[N]o society can make a perpetual constitution, or even a perpetual law. The earth belongs always to the living generation.”

493. Id. at 517; see, e.g., MAE NGAI, IMPOSSIBLE SUBJECTS: ILLEGAL ALIENS AND THE MAKING OF MODERN AMERICA 12 (2004) (arguing that “a historical perspective” on a deeply embedded normative value “might show us how [that value’s] content and relationship to other legal and moral norms are contingent—and, therefore, also subject to change”).
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A. Interpreting the Right to Assemble

In the centuries since 1789, most interpreters have evaluated the right to assemble with reference to a limited set of sources: the text of the First Amendment; the brief House debate that preceded its passage, the British statutes and common law that prohibited riots and unlawful assemblies; and, most influentially of all, the proximity of the Assembly Clause to the Free Speech Clause in the First Amendment’s final version. Even though the Massachusetts Constitution did not include a free speech clause until 1948, the U.S. Supreme Court and many scholars have long interpreted the First Amendment’s Assembly Clause as nothing more than an application of the Free Speech Clause to public gatherings. As the Court declared in 1945, “It was not by accident or coincidence that the rights to freedom in speech and press were coupled in a single guaranty with the rights of the people peaceably to assemble and to petition for redress of grievances.”
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501. Jarrett and Mund and Brod have all inferred an incredible amount of meaning out of John Page’s reply to Theodore Sedgwick’s comment that protecting the right to assemble is as unnecessary as protecting the right of a man to wear his hat. Jarrett and Mund suggest that Page was referring to William Tell, who, according to Swiss legend, was arrested for failing to bow to an Austrian official’s hat. Jarrett & Mund, supra note 11, at 1; see Friedrich Schiller, William Tell 66-67 (Providence, B. Cranston & Co. 1838). Brod claims instead that “[m]ost citizens would have recognized [Page’s] statement as a reference to the trial of William Penn, a Quaker widely known throughout England and the American colonies as having been charged with engaging in an unlawful assembly when he delivered a sermon to Quakers on a London street.” Brod, supra note 2, at 174; see also Inazu, supra note 1, at 575-76 (“Page was referring to the trial of William Penn.”). Neither inference is obvious. But as Brod concedes, even if Page’s meaning were clear, “one isolated exchange about the Assembly Clause can hardly serve as the lynchpin for how that right ought to be understood.” Brod, supra note 2, at 174.
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But this assumption is incorrect. It was by accident or coincidence that the Assembly Clause was coupled in a single guarantee with the Free Speech and Free Press Clauses. Indeed, in the two centuries after Congress proposed the First Amendment, nearly every state also adopted its own assembly clause, and only five followed the First Amendment’s structure by coupling the right to assemble with a right of speech or of the press. The rest followed the models of the first state assembly clauses, coupling the right to assemble with other provisions “declaratory of the general principles of republican government.”

What these forty-seven state assembly clauses hint at is something that the historical origins of the right to assemble reveal: a central purpose of protecting the right to assemble was to protect self-government, not expression alone. When Samuel Adams and his correspondents inscribed the right to assemble into the first continental bill of rights and four of the first state constitutions, they were constitutionalizing the right of the people to “take[] the powers of government into their hands.” John Adams thought it was no coincidence that this right emerged in a place, colonial Massachusetts, that had such a long history of town meetings. But the right to assemble quickly grew out of its New England origins, spreading south and then west to communities that had no history of town meetings. The adoption of the right to assemble by the Continental Congress, counties in Virginia, the North Carolina provincial congress, and the ratifiers of the First Amendment can be understood as a generalization of this regional practice into an ideal form of government, one premised on the literal assembly of constituents to deliberate and legislate on their own behalf.

In each context, the right to assemble was invoked as a right to meaningfully participate in enacting needed legislation, whether directly, by representative, or by the threat of coercive behavior. Samuel Adams, for example, explained that he was campaigning on behalf of the “fundamental right . . . that every man shall

---
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be present in the body which legislates for him.”

John Adams added that formal and informal assemblies were not merely places where people could dissent from other governments, but where everyone had a voice in deliberating over how to solve their community’s problems. Because New England towns were “vested with Powers to assemble frequently, deliberate, debate and act, upon many Affairs,” Adams observed that they introduced “universal Knowledge among the People, and inspire[d] them, with a conscious Dignity,” to appreciate the rule “of Laws and not of Men.” Historically, any resident of a Massachusetts town, “whether Inhabitant or foorreiner [sic], free or not free,” had the right to propose legislation and advance their own perspective. As a consequence, even people with no formal right to the franchise nevertheless could become active participants in the governments that legislated for them.

This norm of meaningful participation in the governments that affected them was almost the opposite of the colonists’ relationship with Parliament. Where all people in Massachusetts had a formal right to participate in some form in local assemblies, Parliament was formally and geographically distant. Colonial activists “perfectly kn[ew] how much their grievances would be regarded, if they had no other method of engaging attention, than by complaining.” Accordingly, they argued that it was only through their general and local assemblies that they could exercise their right “to determine upon & prosecute to Effect the Methods which ought to be taken for the Redress of our intollerable Grievances.”

When British officials prorogued, dissolved, and attempted to preempt these general and local assemblies, the Adams correspondents responded that there was a minimum baseline of authority that all people must be able to exercise through their government: “the free exercise of the powers of legislation” without having to “act[] in conformity to the will of another body” in which
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they could not meaningfully participate. They then turned to alternative informal conventions on the theory that they had an inalienable right “to convene and consult together, on the most prudent and constitutional measures for the redress of their grievances,” regardless of what formal institutions were available. And they used these informal assemblies to exercise coercive power as leverage to ensure that their petitions to Parliament and the royal governors would be taken seriously.

The Adams correspondents repeated again and again that they understood the right to assemble as the right to use government to solve their problems. It included the power “to meet together, either in the manner the law has prescribed, or in any other orderly manner, Jointly to consult the necessary means of their own Preservation and safety”—even in the face of arguments that it was unlawful “for the Inhabitants of Towns, in their Corporate Capacity, to meet and determine upon Points which the Law gives them no Power to act upon.” The right to assemble, as they understood it, included the power to “carry their votes and resolutions into execution, at the risque of their lives and property”—whether through marches, effigies, boycotts, committees of correspondence, or throwing tea into the harbor. In sum, it included the power “to consult together concerning the best methods to obtain redress of our afflicting grievances, having accordingly assembled,” to “exert every Power with which the Constitution hath entrusted them to check the Abuse . . . and redress the Grievance,” “to consult upon common grievances, . . . and use every legal method for their removal,” and “to unite in the most effectual Means for the
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obtaining a Redress of their Grievances[,] . . . the Tranquility and good Order of the Government, and . . . the Safety and Welfare of the People." 525

Although the right to assemble began as a literal description of constituents assembling in town meetings, the Adams correspondents also translated the right into a description of an ideal representative government as well. For example, in his 1776 letters that he published as Thoughts on Government, John Adams argued that the ideal government was one in which everyone could literally assemble. 526 But he recognized that “[i]n a Community consisting of large Numbers, inhabiting an extensive Country, it is not possible that the whole Should assemble, to make Laws.” 527 He therefore justified representative government as “[t]he most natural Substitute for an Assembly of the whole,” one that should be “in miniature, an exact portrait of the people at large. It should think, feel, reason, and act like them.” 528 From his perspective, the ideal central government was proportionally representative: “it should be an equal representation, or, in other words, equal interest among the people should have equal interest in it.” 529 At the national level, other defenders of the right to assemble agreed that any federal “house of assembly, which is intended as a representation of the people of America,” must be a “true likeness of the people.” 530

Invoking the right to assemble in the context of overlapping, representative governments generated tension when those governments disagreed with one another about what kinds of legislation to enact. After the adoption of the Massachusetts Constitution of 1780, for instance, Shaysites invoked the state’s assembly clause to justify their assertion of power through informal county conventions, scorning the state legislature in Boston as if it were Parliament. Adams and his allies responded that the assembly clause “extended only to town meetings which are known to the laws,” through which the Shaysites
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could elect representatives to the state legislature they opposed.\footnote{531} Because the Shaysites could meaningfully participate in the state legislature, Adams’s allies insisted, there was no need to invoke the assembly clause to justify extraconstitutional assemblies. They thought such assemblies should be reserved for “where the legislative or executive powers of the State have been evidently and notoriously applied to unconstitutional purposes, and no constitutional means of redress remains.”\footnote{532}

Yet any tension between the Shaysites and Adams over the meaning of the right to assemble can be reconciled as a question of application and not interpretation. Both sides appeared to agree that the assembly clause protected the basic right of all people to govern themselves by meaningfully participating in the assemblies that legislated for them. Their disagreement was over whether the Shaysites could, in fact, meaningfully participate in the state legislature, or whether their best option for passing the legislation they needed was to exercise coercive leverage elsewhere. As it happened, both sides may have been correct. Within a year of their uprising, dozens of towns that had previously failed to elect state legislators were inspired to do so for the first time.\footnote{533} After the legislature became what historian Pauline Maier calls “a more genuinely representative body,” it adopted conciliatory legislation that addressed the Shaysites’ initial concerns.\footnote{534}

Decades later, when Massachusetts’s highest court first interpreted the commonwealth’s assembly clause, it did so in light of this right of all people to participate meaningfully in the direct and representative democracies that legislated on their behalf. In
\emph{Commonwealth v. Porter},\footnote{535} an 1854 decision, Chief Justice Lemuel Shaw explained that the assembly clause was the foundation for the “extended and almost unlimited rights of suffrage, secured to the people of this commonwealth by the constitution and laws,” because it provides “the means of exercising a sound and enlightened judgment in regard to public men and political measures.”\footnote{536} In
\emph{Wheelock v. City of Lowell},\footnote{537} decided in 1907, the court further explained that the assembly clause embodied “the historic significance and patriotic influence of the public meetings held in all the towns of

---
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Massachusetts before and during the Revolution,” and that “a vital appreciation of the importance of the opportunity to exercise the right still survives.” 538 And in a 1918 decision, the court cited Wheelock to observe that “[e]ach qualified inhabitant of the town has an indisputable right to vote upon every question presented, as well as to discuss it.” 539 The court added, “This form of local government was the fibre of our institutions when the Constitution was adopted. . . . The public spirit in Massachusetts which led to the opening battles of the Revolution was nurtured and promoted in large measure by the deliberations and votes in the various town meetings.” 540

For all of these invocations of town meetings in Massachusetts, however, it is significant that the first states to adopt an assembly clause—Pennsylvania and North Carolina—had no such history of town meetings. 541 In fact, few states outside of New England have ever employed town meetings as Massachusetts had. Instead, as one historian has observed, “[i]n the Revolutionary epoch, New England’s methods for collecting public opinion were widely copied throughout the colonies. In the southern and middle colonies, the counties, parishes, and towns very generally began the practice of voting instructions for their representatives.” 542 In Pennsylvania, North Carolina, and elsewhere, activists also invoked the right to assemble after creating extraconstitutional provincial congresses to replace unrepresentative or disempowered colonial assemblies. As defenders of North Carolina’s provincial congress explained, “the right of assembling is . . . undoubted” because the power of any government comes from “the people,” and “it is only [by] a meeting of the people, that their sense respecting [any method of redressing grievances] can be obtained.” 543

North Carolina’s example was an early illustration of what would become a nationwide pattern. Over the next century, when new states joined the Union and existing states amended their original constitutions, they often copied the first state assembly clauses word for word. 544 One group of states, led by Pennsylvania’s 1776 assembly clause, coupled the “right to assemble together” with
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the right to consult, to instruct, to petition. A second group, led by Massachusetts’s 1780 assembly clause, modified the Pennsylvania clause by specifying the rights must be exercised in a “peaceable” manner. A third group, led by Kentucky’s 1792 assembly clause, modified the Massachusetts clause by protecting “citizens” and omitting a right to instruct. A fourth group, led by Tennessee’s 1796 assembly clause, modified the Massachusetts clause by protecting “citizens” and keeping a right to instruct. A fifth group, led by Missouri’s 1820 assembly clause, modified the Massachusetts clause by omitting a right to instruct. A sixth group, led by New Jersey’s 1844 assembly clause,
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modified the Massachusetts clause by replacing the right to instruct with a right “to make known their opinions to their representatives.” And finally, a seventh group, led by Georgia’s 1865 assembly clause, modified the Massachusetts clause by omitting a right to consult or to instruct.

As is common practice in state constitutional law, interpreters of these state constitutions have often looked to the legislative histories of the states whose constitutional provisions were copied. This notably occurred in 2005, when an appellate court in Oregon considered the meaning of Oregon’s 1859 assembly clause. Finding no specific discussion of the right to assemble in Oregon’s constitutional convention, the court did determine that the Indiana Constitution “served as a model for Oregon’s.” Seeing that Indiana also copied its assembly clause from other constitutions without debate, the court next turned to broader historical circumstances to “trace the ‘bloodline’ of Oregon’s assembly clause to predecessors that predate the Indiana Constitution.” The court then observed that the most “useful starting point for appreciating the significance of the right of assembly is eighteenth-century Massachusetts, where town assemblies served a vital role in government, and where British attempts to suppress assemblies would contribute to the declaration and preservation of assembly rights across the young nation.” After quickly summarizing John Adams’s description of town meetings, the Massachusetts Government Act, and the 1774 Declaration of Rights, the court concluded that “the drafters of the
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earliest state constitutions labored under the recent memory of British attempts to suppress town meetings and assert control over representative governments. It is not difficult to infer that those actions figured prominently in colonists’ decisions to safeguard the right to assemble.\textsuperscript{557}

The Oregon court’s takeaway from this tantalizing discussion was the modest conclusion that Oregon’s assembly clause protects political assemblies and not a “purely social assembly.”\textsuperscript{558} Yet its brief account of the right to assemble is one of only a handful of articles and judicial opinions in the past century to investigate, however fleetingly, why the first assembly clauses were introduced.\textsuperscript{559}

In providing a detailed account of the same narrative sketched by the Oregon court, this Article confirms the court’s basic intuition that the right to assemble developed as a reaction to British attempts to suppress and control colonial America’s local and general assemblies. The Article adds that the right to assemble was invoked not only because the literal act of assembling to discuss politics was important, but also because assemblies were the means by which the colonists governed themselves. This Article interprets this constitutional right of self-government as a right to meaningfully participate in enacting needed legislation, whether directly, by representative, or by the threat of coercive behavior. Although this thesis goes well beyond the Oregon court’s humble interpretation, the Oregon decision provides an illustration of how the historical context surrounding the first assembly clauses offers a critical insight into how to interpret and apply the dozens of assembly clauses that remain across the country.

\textbf{B. Applying the Right to Assemble}

Whether an interpreter adopts the perspective of an originalist or a legal historian, there are several contexts in which the state and federal assembly clauses could today be applied to protect a right to meaningfully participate in enacting needed legislation. What follows are brief suggestions for further study about the consequences and normative issues surrounding such an interpretation.

1. \textit{Universal participation.} The most immediate context in which such a right might apply is with laws that make it difficult for a person to meaningfully participate in a direct or representative government. The right to assemble developed in an environment in which there was a formally protected tradition of
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empowering all people—“whether Inhabitant or foreigner, free or not free”—to participate in the assemblies that legislated on their behalf.\textsuperscript{560} Although most people in colonial Massachusetts were allowed to participate in town meetings only by debating and proposing legislation, voting is the principal method today by which Americans meaningfully participate in any government, from local assemblies to Congress. Just as the Adams correspondents invoked the right to assemble to demand a right to meaningfully participate in political decisions that affected them, it would be reasonable to interpret state and federal assembly clauses to guarantee a similarly meaningful ability to participate in the political process. Such an interpretation would be consistent with defenses of judicial review that emphasize the judiciary’s role in ensuring that the political process does not systematically deny political minorities from influencing legislation.\textsuperscript{561}

In this spirit, an assembly clause might provide a basis for a legislature or court to reevaluate laws that burden or fail to provide affirmatively access to political participation. There are many groups of people whose relationship to governing assemblies are directly analogous to the relationship between American colonists and Parliament, including incarcerated people, unregistered voters, children, noncitizens, and even nonresidents. When these groups are taxed or regulated by assemblies in which they are not represented, there is a similar harm as that which animated the Adams correspondents.\textsuperscript{562} Many cities and states across the country have already extended voting rights to these and other disenfranchised groups on the theory that all people who are taxed and regulated by a government have a right to participate in setting its policy.\textsuperscript{563} State courts might also invoke state assembly clauses to look more skeptically at disenfranchising laws that have survived scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause, including voter ID laws,\textsuperscript{564} modern poll taxes,\textsuperscript{565} burdensome voter-
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registration requirements,\textsuperscript{566} and the many other laws passed in the wake of the Supreme Court’s 2013 decision in \textit{Shelby County v. Holder}.
\textsuperscript{567}

Outside the context of voting, the historical context surrounding the right to assemble also provides support for the way the Federal Assembly Clause has been interpreted since the twentieth century. To the extent the clause has been invoked at all, it has generally been used to provide constitutional protection for marches, protests, picket lines, and other expressive gatherings whose goal is to build and exercise political power outside of formal governmental institutions.\textsuperscript{568} These gatherings appear analogous to the committees of correspondence, conventions, rallies, and other informal assemblies that the Adams correspondents defended when they were excluded from formal political participation. And just as the Adams correspondents turned to informal assemblies not only to dissent but also to govern, the right to assemble has also been invoked to support a more vigorous right of union representation in corporate governments.\textsuperscript{569} The federal and state assembly clauses might be interpreted further to empower unions to exercise coercive power, such as strikes or secondary boycotts, in order to gain leverage and ensure that worker participation is meaningful.

2. \textit{Tribes and territories.} When the Adams correspondents first invoked the right to assemble in the 1760s, it was as an argument against the preemptive laws of a supreme legislature, Parliament, in which colonists were unrepresented. Today, almost the identical situation exists between Congress and the residents of territories and the District of Columbia—for whom “[r]epresentation is not made the foundation of taxation.”\textsuperscript{570} Although members of federally recognized Indian tribes can presently vote for members of Congress, tribes are formally unrepresented in the Senate even though Congress can exercise far more authority over tribal governments than it can exercise over a state gov-
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ernment protected by principles of federalism. The same is true in territories and the District of Columbia, whose governments are subject to Congress’s plenary oversight.

Residents of tribes, territories, or the District of Columbia might all reasonably invoke the federal right to assemble as part of a demand for formal representation in the legislature that affects them. In light of their lack of complete representation in Congress, they also might invoke the right to assemble as a constitutional limit on federal legislation that preempts their own ability to govern themselves. This sort of preemptive legislation is exactly the sort of colonial legislation that the Adams correspondents most opposed. The historical context of the right to assemble therefore might provide a creative yet directly applicable theory for expanding representation and federalism protections to the millions of Americans who currently lack both.

3. Proportional representation. To meaningfully participate in government today, it is often not enough for a person to have the formal right to the franchise. Their vote must also be effective. As the Supreme Court explained in establishing the principle of one person, one vote, “representative government is in essence self-government through the medium of elected representatives of the people, and each and every citizen has an inalienable right to full and effective participation in the political processes of his State’s legislative bodies.” For that reason, the Court has required “that each citizen have an equally effective voice in the election of members of his state legislature,” because “the right
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of suffrage can be denied by a debasement or dilution of the weight of a citizen’s vote just as effectively as by wholly prohibiting the free exercise of the franchise.”

The right to assemble reinforces this “right to full and effective participation,” adding the crucial insight that such a right might depend not only on a person’s ability to cast a vote, but also for their interests to be meaningfully represented. The Adams correspondents “perfectly kn[ew] how much their grievances would be regarded, if they had no other method of engaging attention, than by complaining.” Rather, for their participation in a representative assembly to matter, they had to have some way to ensure that their participation would not be simply ignored. John Adams and other supporters of the right to assemble repeatedly emphasized that a representative assembly is a normatively justifiable alternative to direct democracy only to the extent that it is, “in miniature, an exact portrait of the people at large. It should think, feel, reason, and act like them.” This is an early articulation of the theory of proportional representation, the idea that “the right to vote is the right to cast an effective vote,” and this right can be realized “only through an election system in which the majority or plurality does not win all of the representation, but only its appropriate share, while minorities, whether demographic or political, are not forced to waste their votes, but have the opportunity to elect their share of representatives.” Advocates of proportional representation argue that normatively just electoral systems should “make it difficult for minority voices to be ignored at key points in the political process.”

The intuition that representative government is consistent with the right to assemble only if it is proportionally representative continues to animate challenges to laws that make it difficult for individuals or communities to represent their perspectives in the legislature. Claims of a constitutional interest in proportional representation, for example, fueled several partisan-gerrymandering challenges that reached the Supreme Court, culminating in its
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2019 decision in *Rucho v. Common Cause.* In that decision, Chief Justice Roberts rejected the argument “that the Constitution requires proportional representation or that legislatures in reapportioning must draw district lines to come as near as possible to allocating seats to the contending parties in proportion to what their anticipated statewide vote will be,” asserting that “[t]he Founders certainly did not think proportional representation was required.” Yet shortly after *Rucho,* a court in North Carolina enjoined a partisan gerrymander of the state’s electoral districts in part because it violated the right to assemble. “[A] legislature that engages in extreme partisan gerrymandering burdens . . . the right of the people of our State to assemble together to consult for their common good, to instruct their representatives, and to apply to the General Assembly for redress of grievances,” it declared. Other states might turn to their assembly clauses to provide similar protections.

4. Local governments. Considering the forty-seven state assembly clauses, residents of local governments—or the local governments themselves—might also reasonably invoke the right to assemble as a source of authority to legislate on their constituents’ behalf, particularly in contexts where states and other governments have been unresponsive or unable to redress their constituents’ grievances. Beginning in the 1630s, town meetings in Massachusetts exercised the power to pass virtually any legislation their residents thought necessary—a “continued practice and custome” that the General Assembly in Boston codified by legislation. Samuel and John Adams praised the right of towns to enact all “the necessary means of their own Preservation and safety” as embodying the right to assemble. By 1786, when opponents of Shays’s Rebellion also equated the right to assemble with town meetings, state law continued to declare that residents had a right to assemble in town meetings; to elect, instruct, and petition representatives; to “grant and vote such sum or sums of money, as they shall judge necessary for the settlement, maintenance and support of the ministry, schools, the poor, and other necessary charges”; and “to make and agree upon such necessary rules, orders and by-laws, for the direct-
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ing, managing and ordering the prudential affairs of such town, as they shall judge most conducive to the peace, welfare and good order thereof.”

This statutory language codified the close relationship between the right of people to assemble in town meetings and their right to legislate on their own initiative. In 1835’s Democracy in America, the French writer Alexis de Tocqueville described New England towns as “independent in all that concerns themselves; and among the inhabitants of New England I believe that not a man is to be found who would acknowledge that the state has any right to interfere in their local interests.” Similarly, at the Massachusetts constitutional convention of 1853, delegates reaffirmed this understanding of town power, describing the relationship between towns and the state as “nearly, if not quite,” equivalent to the relationship between states and the federal government.

“There is no term used among men for the designation of political assemblies, no Parliament, Congress, States-General, Amphictyonic Council, or Wittenagemote, which to me comes invested, with more venerable, more sacred associations, than the homely word Town-Meeting,” one delegate explained. “[W]hen you compare the acts of a town in their number and importance relatively with those of a state, you will find that the great majority of the objects sought to be obtained by township organizations are objects in connection with their own sovereign local affairs.”

By the end of the nineteenth century, however, the relationship between the right to assemble and the right to legislate had been largely forgotten. In a series of decisions before the Civil War, the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts suggested that the statutes respecting town meetings were not the codification of a longstanding practice in which town meetings legislated on their own initiative, but the source of positive authority without which town meetings could not legislate. When the chief justice of the Iowa Supreme Court,
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John Forrest Dillon, later wrote a national treatise on The Law of Municipal Corporations, he cited these Massachusetts decisions to develop what he called “the foundation of the law of municipal corporations.” Dillon announced that it was “a general and undisputed proposition of law” that the only powers a local government could exercise were those “granted in express words” by a statute, “fairly implied” by those express powers, or “essential” to the local government’s overall purposes. In other words, Dillon reasoned that because Massachusetts had codified the powers of towns, local governments everywhere could exercise only whatever powers the legislature codified.

Although Dillon’s rule was challenged as an ahistorical misreading of the Massachusetts experience, virtually every state around the country has since expressly adopted his rule as its own. Today, American cities typically possess no “right of local self-government, aside from such rights as may be expressly or by clear and specific implication guaranteed by the fundamental law of the State.” Even the Supreme Court has held in a variety of contexts that “[i]n the absence of state constitutional provisions safeguarding it to them, municipalities have no inherent right of self-government.”


Massachusetts and other states did eventually enact statutory or constitutional “home rule” provisions that nominally gave local governments the power to enact certain legislation without specific statutory authorization. But in practice, home rule in most states “is largely a myth.” Instead, the typical home-rule provision has functioned as a “substantive legal structure that promotes certain kinds of local actions while foreclosing others.” For example, few home-rule clauses give cities the power to levy taxes other than sales taxes or ad valorem taxes on real property, leaving them vulnerable when property values collapse due to white flight, a recession, or a pandemic. During the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic in 2020, Texas cities had to plead with the state for the power to adopt measures as simple as requiring residents to wear face coverings. Absent even basic authority over their fiscal or public health, cities that bear the cost of maintaining large employers and regional services have no means of ensuring that the rest of the state provides support for the benefits they receive. Instead, the typical home-rule clause “empowers [local governments] to enact land use schemes that exclude low-income
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residents . . . [and] also frustrates their efforts to adopt alternatives that would affirmatively include those same people. Home rule in its present form, then, is not local legal autonomy.606

The historical origins of the right to assemble suggest that the assumptions underlying this legal regime may be vulnerable. If a state legislature fails to act on a particular issue, a town today could reasonably argue that their state assembly clause recognizes the town’s inherent powers to protect the health, safety, and welfare of its residents—in the same way that the Tenth Amendment is often invoked to exemplify a state’s reserved powers to protect the health, safety, and welfare of its residents.607 Subject to the preemption of a state legislature or Congress, a municipality might similarly claim the power to adopt redistributive ordinances, to municipalize private industry, or to respond to capital flight and exclusionary zoning practices in neighboring jurisdictions by enacting a commuter tax on nonresidents from the suburbs.608 Or a city might reasonably argue that an assembly clause protects its inherent power to function as a public voice for its residents by organizing other communities to lobby more centralized legislatures. Boston functioned as such a public voice in the 1760s when it called for a convention of towns,609 and in the 1970s when it spent $1 million to persuade residents of other towns to vote a certain way on a statewide referendum.610

On a more basic level, the historical context of the right to assemble could also lend support to recent proposals that urge states to adopt constitutional amendments to codify “Principles of Home Rule for the 21st Century.”611 One suggestion by the National League of Cities in 2020 would urge states to adopt a “local authority principle” (protecting the power of local governments to initiate legislation); a “local fiscal authority principle” (protecting the power of
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local governments to raise revenue on their own terms); a “presumption against state preemption principle” (making it more difficult for states to preempt local legislation); and a “local democratic self-governance principle” (protecting the power of local governments to determine their own governing structures).\textsuperscript{612} The report describing these principles explains that “[t]he inherent right to local self-government was an animating motivation for the American Revolution,” but states took advantage of “federal constitutional silence . . . to assert control over local governance.”\textsuperscript{613} The historical context of the right to assemble demonstrates that early state constitutions and the First Amendment may not have been as silent as scholars assume.

CONCLUSION

The right to assemble is today protected by forty-seven state constitutions and the First Amendment. Participants in the American Revolution regarded the right as a fundamental protection of self-government: one that would long ensure that all people had a right to participate meaningfully in enacting needed legislation. More than two centuries later, however, the significance of the first state and federal assembly clauses has been forgotten. Most judges and legal scholars think the right is, at best, a redundant protection of self-expression.

The current interpretation of the right to assemble may be for the best—just because the right was interpreted one way by one person at one time is not alone a sufficient reason to interpret it the same way at all times. But in an era when politicians choose their voters, millions of taxpayers are formally or effectively disenfranchised, and countless representative governments are inhibited from redressing their constituents’ grievances, revitalizing a constitutional protection of self-government is invaluable. The context of the first assembly clauses in the eighteenth century reveals a range of possible interpretations that have not been repudiated but merely untested. Imagining how such a right could advance American democracy in the twenty-first century is an urgent challenge.
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